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FOREWORD

There are thought to be between three to four million EU citizens and 
their family members living in the UK, although nobody is quite sure 
how many exactly. All of them will need to apply for a new immigration 
status by 30 June 2021 — or 31 December 2020 if the UK exits the EU 
with no deal — if they want to continue living legally in the UK. Anyone 
who has not acquired a new immigration status by the deadline will be 
living unlawfully in the UK at that point. 


The only significant exception is for EU citizens who arrived many years 
ago and were granted indefinite leave to enter at that time, and even 
they will need to apply for up-to-date proof of their existing status. 
There is no exception for children, no matter how young they are.


I do not want to alarm anyone, only emphasise how important it is that 
everyone who needs to make an application under the EU Settlement 
Scheme actually does so. No-one is going to get the new status 
automatically or by doing nothing; it is really important to apply.


The EU Settlement Scheme has been set up by the UK government to 
process all of these applications. It is intended to be a simple and 
straightforward application process and at the end of it applicants will 
be granted under UK law either limited leave to remain (also sometimes 
called pre-settled status) or indefinite leave to remain (also sometimes 
called settled status).


The process should indeed be simple and straightforward for most 
people. A successful application can take minutes if the process goes 
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well, and a decision can be issued within hours or days. We have road 
tested the smartphone app and the online form parts of the process to 
write this guide and we have also explained who is and is not a family 
member, what sort of criminal convictions might lead to refusal, how to 
challenge a refusal or grant of incorrect status and when an EU citizen 
might become eligible to apply for naturalisation as a British citizen.


We hope the ebook is useful and offers reassurance. We aim to help 
readers to understand and navigate the process smoothly and 
understand their rights. This ebook and some common sense will be 
more than sufficient for most people to be able to apply on their own 
without help. If you do want help, we have highlighted several further 
free resources at the end of the ebook, or if you prefer Seraphus 
Solicitors offer fixed price legal services via the Free Movement website:


• Video or telephone advice sessions lasting up to 30 minutes


• Application checking service where a lawyer looks over your 
application before you send it off


• Full assistance where a lawyer makes the application for you


I am very grateful to CJ McKinney, Nath Gbikpi, Gabriella Bettiga and 
Iain Halliday for their contributions to this guide, to Vincent Chung for 
his insights into Surinder Singh applications, to Andrew Krisman for his 
updates to this third edition, and to Chris Benn and Chris Desira of 
Seraphus Solicitors for thoroughly reviewing the text. Further help came 
from Daniel Bergin, Marta Grosicka and Alice McKinney. Any errors are 
ultimately mine - do please let me know if you spot any so that we can 
correct for subsequent editions!
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http://www.seraphus.co.uk/
http://www.seraphus.co.uk/
https://www.freemovement.org.uk/video-link/
https://www.freemovement.org.uk/immigration-application-checking-service/
https://www.freemovement.org.uk/settled-status-application/


Do get in touch if you have comments or suggestions. We will be 
putting out further updated editions if or when there is something 
important to change or add to the ebook.





October 2019
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ALL ABOUT THE EU SETTLEMENT SCHEME

What is the EU Settlement Scheme? 
The EU Settlement Scheme is the system set up by the UK government 
to process applications for immigration status from EU citizens and their 
family members living in the UK. It is intended to be a relatively simple 
and straightforward process. When an application is successful one of 
two types of immigration status is granted:


1. Limited leave to remain, also sometimes called pre-settled status; 
or 


2. Indefinite leave to remain, also sometimes called settled status.


For EU citizens themselves, the process involves checking their identity 
with a document scanner or smartphone app and proving residence in 
the UK. The application is made online and details are sent to a 
government department called the Home Office. The Home Office is 
responsible for looking at the applications and informing EU citizens 
whether or not they have been granted legal status under the scheme.


As we discuss in this guide, the family members of EU citizens can also 
apply, even if they are not themselves EU citizens, and citizens of the 
EEA/EFTA countries Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, and Switzerland 
can also apply. Irish citizens can apply but do not have to.


Why has the scheme been introduced? 
It all comes back to Brexit — the exit of the United Kingdom from the 
European Union (EU). 
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While the UK is part of the EU, and during any agreed transition period, 
EU citizens and their family members can live lawfully in the UK under 
EU law. 


When the UK leaves the EU and EU law ceases to apply, that right of 
residence disappears, even for those who had acquired an EU law 
status called “permanent residence”. It turns out this is not so 
“permanent” after all.


To put it another way, the default setting of UK law is that everyone who 
isn't British or Irish needs permission to be in Britain. For decades, EU 
citizens have had permission because of European Union law. With 
Brexit, EU law comes to an end. Almost all EU citizens will therefore 
lose their permission to be here.


As a result, there have been talks between the EU and UK about what 
happens to EU citizens who already live in the UK. They came up with a 
plan called the Withdrawal Agreement which would give EU citizens in 
the UK the right to stay indefinitely.


The UK government has created the EU Settlement Scheme to make 
the Withdrawal Agreement plan happen.


A vital feature of this plan for the 3.5 million or so EU citizens living in 
Britain is that they are not protected by it unless they make an 
application to the Home Office and are granted status. Failing to apply 
will mean that they end up with no legal right to live and work in this 
country.
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Thankfully, the Settlement Scheme will still go ahead even if there is “no 
deal” -- that is, no finalised Withdrawal Agreement -- between the EU 
and UK on Brexit.


One of the main differences if there is no deal is who is covered by the 
Settlement Scheme. If there is no deal, only EU citizens who arrived in 
the UK before the date of exit will be able to apply for the Settlement 
Scheme. At time of writing, the next possible no-deal exit date is 31 
October 2019.


But assuming there is a deal, people who move to the UK by 31 
December 2020 can apply.


Who qualifies for the settlement scheme? 
The main focus of the EU Settlement Scheme, as the name suggests, is 
EU citizens. Anyone who is a citizen of a European Union country and 
lives in the UK is eligible to apply. 


The European Union countries are:


Austria

Belgium

Bulgaria

Croatia

Cyprus

Czech Republic

Denmark

Estonia

Finland


France

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Ireland

Italy

Latvia

Lithuania

Luxembourg


Malta

Netherlands

Poland

Portugal

Romania

Slovakia

Slovenia

Spain

Sweden 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The scheme has also been extended to cover citizens of four other 
countries: Norway, Switzerland, Iceland and Liechtenstein. These 
countries are not covered by the Withdrawal Agreement, but have made 
separate agreements with the UK to protect their citizens, who can use 
the Settlement Scheme just like EU citizens.


Throughout this guide, we will refer to "EU citizens" to mean everyone 
who is eligible for the scheme -- including these four additional 
countries.


Family members of eligible EU citizens can also apply for the 
Settlement Scheme. We go into more detail about that in a later chapter.


"Settled" and "pre-settled status"  
The type of status granted to EU citizens under the Settlement Scheme 
depends on how long they have been living in the UK.


EU citizens and their eligible family members who have been 
continuously resident in the UK for five years will be able to apply for 
“settled status” to enable them to stay indefinitely.


Being "continuously resident" means not having left the UK for more 
than six months out of any 12. Someone who has been absent from the 
UK for six months in any 12-month block over the five years will break 
their continuous residence. The only exceptions to this general rule are:


(a) a single period of absence which did not exceed 12 months 
and was for an important reason (such as pregnancy, childbirth, 
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serious illness, study, vocational training or an overseas posting); 
or 

(b) any period of absence on compulsory military service


This quote comes from a part of the UK Immigration Rules called 
Appendix EU, which contains the detailed rules for the Settlement 
Scheme. We will refer to Appendix EU from time to time in this guide, 
but avoid lengthy quotes from it, as it is difficult to follow.


EU citizens and their family members who have not yet have been 
continuously resident here for five years will be eligible for “pre-settled 
status”. This allows them to stay until they have reached the five-year 
threshold. As long as they have not been outside the UK for six months 
in any of the qualifying years, they can then apply for settled status 
once they have built up their five years, even if this happens after 31 
December 2020.


The major problem with pre-settled status is that it expires after five 
years. People granted pre-settled status must apply for settled status 
before then or risk being without legal permission to be in the UK. We 
understand that the Home Office intends to send email reminders to 
people whose pre-settled status is due to expire, however.


EU citizens and their family members with settled status or pre-settled 
status will be able to live and work in the UK. They will have the same 
access as they currently do to healthcare, pensions and other benefits 
in the UK. The general idea is that there is no change to the day-to-day 
life of an EU citizen with this new status and that it replicates their 
existing permission to be in the UK.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/immigration-rules/immigration-rules-appendix-eu


How does it all work? 
The Settlement Scheme involves entering some personal details via a 
Home Office smartphone app and then filling in an online form. There is 
help available for people who can’t use the app or need help using the 
internet, which we’ll cover later on. But most people will be expected to 
use the app and complete the online form.


The system has been designed to be much easier than a typical 
immigration application. Settled and pre-settled status is largely based 
on proving residence in the UK. The system will check existing 
government databases for proof of residence.


Those applying will need to do three things: prove their identity, prove 
their residence in the UK, and pass a criminal records check.


Identity and nationality 

Applicants will be able to provide evidence of their identity and 
nationality by scanning their passport or valid national identity card via 
the smartphone app. We cover this step by step in the next chapter. 
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This will only work if the passport or card is a "biometric" document 
with a chip. Those who do not have a biometric document may send 
the documents to the Home Office by post instead. There are also 
various locations around the country where people can go in person. 
The Home Office may accept alternative evidence of identity where an 
applicant is unable to produce a passport or ID card “due to 
circumstances beyond their control or to compelling practical or 
compassionate reasons”.


Applicants will also use the app to upload a "selfie" photograph of 
themselves.


Residence in the UK 

To be granted the full settled status, applicants will need to show that 
they have been living in the UK for five continuous years. Those who do 
not have five continuous years' residence will be granted pre-settled 
status instead.


An applicant does not need to be physically present in the UK in order 
to make an application for settled status; applications can be made 
from abroad. 

EU nationals will not need to show that they have been working, 
studying or held Comprehensive Health Insurance (a big issue for many 
people refused permanent residence documents in the past).


Using the applicant’s National Insurance Number, if they have one, the 
Home Office will carry out automated checks of data held by Her 
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Majesty's Revenue and Customs (HMRC) and the Department for Work 
and Pension (DWP). Only data held over the last seven years is 
checked. 


Top tip

Lawyers and applicants say that the automated checks often do 
not work and that it is often necessary to send in further 
documents. There is nothing to worry about if the automated 
checks do not produce a positive result, it just means that there 
will be some added inconvenience in having to sort out the 
necessary paperwork. 

If the automated checks show that the applicant has been continuously 
resident in the UK for a period of five years, he or she will be offered 
settled status. Those who have been living here for less than that will 
initially be offered pre-settled status.


Of course, not everyone will have data with HMRC or DWP (for 
example, those who have never worked or received benefits). Or there 
might be gaps, meaning that someone who has been here for five years 
or more will be incorrectly offered pre-settled status.


In those cases, the applicant will then be able to upload extra evidence 
of their continuous residence, still digitally. Again, we'll cover this in 
detail in the next chapter.


Parents can apply on behalf of their children, and link the family's 
applications together. There must be an application by or on behalf of 
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the child, though — the parent getting status does not mean that the 
child gets it.


Criminal record 

For most people, that will be the end of it. But all applications will be 
checked against criminal records databases as well. Some people with 
criminal records will be turned down for settled and pre-settled status 
as a result.


The Home Office will consider whether an applicant should be deported 
for historic offences if any of the following apply:


• Received any sentence of imprisonment at all within the last five years


• At any time (no matter how historic) received a sentence of 12 months 
or more for a single offence


• For those resident for less than five years, if they in the last three 
years received three or more convictions (including with non-custodial 
sentences)


• Previous involvement in serious deception such as sham marriage or 
assisting unlawful immigration


The Home Office is however supposed to weigh up the individual facts 
of each case before deporting the person, in what is called a 
"proportionality assessment”. If this issue may affect you, turn to our 
later chapter on criminal convictions for a more detailed look.


When should I apply? 
The application system was fully rolled out on 30 March 2019.
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Every EU national and their family will need to make an application 
before the deadline of 30 June 2021 (or, if the UK leaves without a deal, 
before 31 December 2020). This deadline may or may not be extended, 
given that the date of Brexit has been delayed.


The only exception to the deadline is that certain family members not 
already living in the UK can apply to join an EU citizen after this date, so 
long as the relationship existed before that date, or the applicant is a 
child later born or adopted abroad.


What if I already have permanent residence or 
indefinite leave to remain? 
Some EU citizens and their families may have what is called “permanent 
residence” — a technical legal term — under EU law as it exists today 
and have a document to prove it. Similarly, EU citizens who have lived 
in the UK since before 2006 may have a document or stamp in their 
passport confirming “indefinite leave to remain” in the UK.


Those who have previously been issued a permanent residence 
document must still apply under the Settlement Scheme. Those who 

have indefinite leave to remain in the UK may apply, but do not have to. 
We would generally urge those with ILR to apply for up to date proof of 
their residence, firstly so that they avoid the “hostile environment” 
problems of everyday immigration checks famously experienced by the 
Windrush generation, and secondly so that they can make use of the 
enhanced family reunion rights that come from the EU Settlement 
Scheme.
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Those with permanent residence documents will not have to provide 
further evidence of qualifying residence, but will be subject to 
criminality and security checks.


The Home Office will also need to confirm that their permanent 
residence status has not lapsed through absence of more than five 
consecutive years; or indefinite leave to remain has not lapsed 
through absence of more than two consecutive years. The applicant will 
simply need to “self-declare” that they have not been absent for that 
period of time. If the Home Office is satisfied “on the balance of 
probabilities”, that the applicant meets this requirement, they will be 
eligible for settled status. if the Home Office is not satisfied, the 
applicant will be asked for additional evidence of residence.


Irish citizens 
Irish citizens are not required to apply under the scheme. The intention 
is that nothing changes for them, in immigration terms, because of 
Brexit. However, Irish citizens may apply for the scheme if they wish.


Their family members who are not Irish or British will need to obtain 
status under the scheme, unless they have an independent right to live 
here under UK immigration law. They will be able to get pre-settled or 
settled status even if the Irish citizen does not apply for it, provided that 
the Irish citizen would be eligible if they did make an application.


Cost 
Applications under the EU Settlement Scheme are free. 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HOW TO APPLY FOR THE SETTLEMENT SCHEME

Applications for the EU Settlement Scheme are made online, with very 
few exceptions. There are some types of special applications where the 
applicant must fill out a paper application form, which we cover in a 
later chapter.


There are two stages to the online process:


1. Smartphone app

2. Online application form


The smartphone app is for verifying the applicant's identity. The online 
application form is for proving proof of residency and declaring any 
criminal convictions.


Applicants who have completed the app part of the process will be 
directed from there to the online form. This means that many people will 
be able to finish the application on their phone in one sitting. However, 
you can also complete the app stage on one device and start the online 
application form later, using a different device (including any kind of 
desktop computer).


There has been a lot of publicity about the app. Many people have 
criticised it, in particular because it only works on some Android 
phones. It is true that the app does not work on iPhones (at time of 
writing in October 2019; we understand that it will be very shortly) or on 
older Android devices. But it is not true, as some of the media coverage 
implies, that those without Android phones cannot apply for the 
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Settlement Scheme at all. We have a section on workarounds later on, 
but in summary people can:


• Borrow some else's Android phone - it will not store any personal 
information and the online form part of the application can be 
completed separately


• Go in person to particular government offices


• Post your ID to the Home Office and have it returned


Obviously this is less convenient than being able to use the app and it 
would be better if it worked on all devices. But don't give up trying to 
apply because of the Android issue.


Top tip

To run the app, a phone must have an operating system (OS) of 
Android 6.0 or above and Near-Field Communication (NFC) 
technology installed. You can check whether almost any phone 
comes with these features on https://www.gsmarena.com/, a 
website used by phone salespeople to look knowledgeable. Or 
just try the app on the phone and see whether it works. 

The rest of this chapter goes step by step through a Settlement Scheme 
application. We have gone into as much detail as possible to try to 
address potential questions about the system. There is a risk of 
presenting the application as more complicated than it really is. For 
people who are computer-literate, the system is straightforward and 
shouldn't take more than half an hour unless you need to upload extra 
evidence showing residence.
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We have also recorded a screencast of a Settlement Scheme 
application. You can view it on the Free Movement YouTube channel 
here: 


https://youtu.be/5KxquWDt6yA
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The smartphone app 
The first step is to download the app on your smartphone. At time of 
writing, the app was only available on Android phones, but the 
government says that it should also be available for iPhones as early as 
this month (October 2019). 


The app is called EU Exit: ID Document Check. Android users can find it 
on the Google Play Store at this link: https://play.google.com/store/
apps/details?id=uk.gov.HomeOffice.ho1&hl=en_GB. You may need to 
create or log into a Google account to use the Play Store. If and when 
the app becomes available for iPhones, it will likely be in the Apple App 
Store. You can also just type "EU exit check app" into Google and this 
page is likely to be one of the top results.


You may wish to go via the government website to get more information 
about the Settlement Scheme first, and then click through to download 
the app. See this page: https://www.gov.uk/apply-stay-uk-leaves-eu-
test-phase?step-by-step-nav.


Once on the EU Exit: ID Document Check page on the Play Store, click 
the green "Install" button to add the app to your phone. Once installed, 
click "Open" or find the app in your phone menu and open it from there.


The first image below shows the Google Play Store page on an Android 
phone once the app has been installed.


The screen will then display several introductory screens telling the user 
what to expect from the app. They are the blue pictures below. Swipe 
right on your phone to cycle through them.
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There are then some terms and conditions. Realistically you have no 
choice but to click “OK” to accept them. 


The app will then ask whether you are an "EEA or Swiss national". This 
means being a citizen of one of the 27 EU countries, Norway, Iceland, 
Liechtenstein or Switzerland.
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If you are not a citizen of one of these countries, but are applying as the 
family member of someone who is, you will answer "No" to this 
question. The app will then inform you that you can only use the app if 
you have a biometric residence card (if you don't, you can send your ID 
document in by post instead of using the app).
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EU citizens using the app get a choice: they can apply using their 
passport or an ID card.


Not all ID cards will work with the app, though. If your ID card is not 
machine readable, you will be directed straight to the online stage of the 
application and will have to send your card to the Home Office by post.  
"online and by post" option. If your ID card is machine readable but 
does not have a biometric chip in it, you can use it to get into the app 
but will still have to post it away so that Home Office staff can double 
check it.
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No matter what ID document you end up using, the next step is to take 
a picture of it. This involves hovering the phone over the picture page of 
the passport or front of the ID card until it lines up with the box shown 
on the screen. The app will notify you when it has successfully captured 
the image. As shown below, your phone’s internal security settings may 
ask whether you want to allow the app to use your phone camera for 
this purpose - you will need to click “allow” if so.
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Next, the app will ask you to enter a phone number and email address. 
You will need these to continue to the next stage within the app, or to 
log into the online form later, so you cannot enter false details even if 
you object to giving the Home Office your contact details. In any event, 
the app will send a six-digit pin by text message to the contact number 
entered, without which you will be unable to proceed further within the 
app.


The mobile phone number given does not need to be the number of the 
phone on which you are using the app. If you are borrowing a phone to 
use the app, give your own phone number and not the number of the 
borrowed phone.
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Next, the app will scan the biometric chip in your passport or ID card. 
To do so, follow the instructions on the app, which will tell you to 
physically place your phone on top of the ID card. It may be necessary 
to try this a few times in different positions until the phone picks up the 
chip.
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The next step within the app is to “scan” your face. This is different to a 
normal photograph, but the process is essentially the same: point the 
phone at your face, as prompted by the app’s instructions, and it will 
take the scan. For privacy reasons, we have not included a picture of 
the app taking the facial scan.
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Then take a normal photograph of your face (a “selfie”). Home Office 
guidance says to find a well-lit area and to look straight at the camera, 
with a neutral expression. Think of it like taking a passport photograph.
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Finally, there is a review page on which you can check that the personal 
information taken from your passport or ID card is correct. Press 
“submit information” to sign it off. You will then be prompted to 
continue to the second stage of the application, the online form. If you 
wish to continue straight away, click the link. If not, it is fine to do that 
later on.
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The online form 
To begin the online form phase of the Settlement Scheme application, 
click here and select the "log in" option. If you weren't able to use the 
app, select the "prove your identity" option instead and then choose 
"online and by post". We will proceed here as though we had used the 
app.
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You can fill in the online form on any phone, tablet or computer at all — 
you just need access to the internet. The images below are from an 
application completed on a laptop computer.


You will need your passport or ID card number to access the online 
form. You will also need the phone that you gave the number for in the 
app, or failing that access to the email address that you provided. The 
system will send a confirmation code by text message or email as a 
security measure, as shown below.
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Once you have logged in, you will see a screen displaying the five 
sections of the online form. The first and fifth will be marked as 
“completed” already, as this information has been input via the app. You 
will need to complete the middle three sections, labelled “application 
type”, “residence in the UK and “criminal convictions”.
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Start with the “application type” section. Here you will be asked 
whether you have or have ever had another nationality; whether you 
already have a permanent residence card or certificate; and whether 
you already have indefinite leave to remain.


If you answer “yes” to the dual nationality question, you will be asked to 
say what that other nationality is. Note that it is not possible to enter 
“United Kingdom”. That is because British citizens are not allowed to 
apply for the Settlement Scheme, even if they also have citizenship of 
another EU country. (You can, however, enter “United Kingdom” in 
response to the question about previous nationality.)
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Next is a question about having a permanent residence card. This is an 
immigration document issued by the Home Office. If you do have a 
permanent residence card, answer yes and you will be prompted to give 
the number. The Home Office will check the number, so you should not 
need to scan or upload the card.
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You should know if you have such a card, because you will have had to 
apply for it in the past. That said, while the online form referred at time 
of writing only to a “card”, a permanent residence document can take 
several forms. The Home Office says that it might be:


• a certificate inside your blue ‘residence documentation’ booklet (or 
pink if you’re a Swiss national) 

• a certificate inside your passport 

• a biometric residence card confirming permanent residence (only if 
you’re not an EU, EEA or Swiss citizen) 

Your document is not a permanent residence document if it has 
‘registration certificate’ written on it. 

If you’re from the EU, EEA or Switzerland your permanent residence 
document will say ‘Document Certifying Permanent Residence’. 

If you’re not an EU, EEA or Swiss citizen, your biometric residence 
card will say ‘Permanent Residence Status’. 

Top tip

During the pilot phase of the Settlement Scheme, the Home 
Office found that many people with an existing UK immigration 
document were answering “Yes” to the question “Do you have a 
valid permanent residence card?”. In fact they had a different 
type of card or document, such as a registration certificate, and 
should have answered “No”. If you do not have a permanent 
residence document of some kind, do not answer “Yes” to this 
question as it may slow down your application. 
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There is then a question about “indefinite leave to remain”. This is also 
known as settlement, and is a legal status confirming that the holder 
has the right to live in the UK for as long as they wish. For EU citizens, 
indefinite leave to remain was replaced by permanent residence cards 
some time ago, so it is not likely that you will have indefinite leave to 
remain if you moved here after 2006. Again, you should know if you 
have indefinite leave to remain, as you would have applied for it and 
have (quoting from Home Office guidance):


a valid biometric immigration document (as defined in section 5 of the 
UK Borders Act 2007), a valid stamp or endorsement in a passport 
(whether or not the passport has expired) or other valid document 
issued by the Home Office, confirming that the applicant has indefinite 
leave to enter or remain in the UK, which has not lapsed or been 
revoked or invalidated. 
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If you answer “Yes” to this question, you will be prompted to give the 
year when you got indefinite leave to remain.


After answering these four questions, you will have a chance to review 
your answers before returning to the main menu:


Carrying on with the online application, the next section is on 
“Residence in the UK”. This is quite short, but only because the Home 
Office will try to verify residence using your National Insurance number 
first. As we shall see, if this does not show that you have lived in the UK 
for the correct length of time, you will be able to upload more 
information as evidence of residence, but that will come later.


First, enter the postcode of your home address. If you don’t know your 
postcode, trying look it up on this website: https://www.royalmail.com/
find-a-postcode.
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The form will then give you a number of addresses at that postcode. 
Select yours. If it doesn’t appear, enter your address manually.


In the example below, we use the Home Office headquarters address, 

just as an example. Do not enter the same postcode shown in the 

image below: use your own postcode.
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Then there is a question about whether you have ever been known by a 
different name. This will help the Home Office find evidence of your 
residence if you have got married and changed your name, for example, 
or if you have changed your name legally at some point. You might also 
want to use this section to give an alternative spelling of your name if, 
for example, it is different on your passport than how it is normally 
spelled.
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If you answer “Yes” to this question, you will be prompted to give the 
other name.


The last question in this section is particularly important. You will be 
asked for your National Insurance number. You are very likely to have a 
National Insurance number if you have ever worked or claimed benefits 
in the UK. You can find your National Insurance number on your payslip, 
P60, or letters about tax, pensions and benefits. If you can’t find it, you 
can call a government helpline and ask them to post a reminder to you: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/hm-revenue-customs/
contact/national-insurance-numbers.


Entering your National Insurance number, if you have one, is important 
because the Home Office will use it to check government records 
dating back seven years to see if you show up as having paid tax or 
paid benefits in the UK during that time. If so, that will be evidence of 
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residence of the UK for the years you appear in those records and you 
will not need to upload other evidence of residence later on.


After this question, you can again review your answers for this section 
and return to the main menu. Only one section to go…


Next is the section on criminal convictions. You should answer these 
questions honestly. As we shall see in the chapter on criminal 
convictions, even if you have a conviction that allows the Home Office 
to refuse to grant settled or pre-settled status, officials have to consider 
whether it would be right to do. Lying about a conviction, however, is in 
itself a reason to refuse an application.
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If you answer “Yes” to the first question, you will be asked several 
follow-up questions about the criminal convictions you are owning up 
to.
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Also in this section is a question about terrorism, war crimes and 
extremism. This will apply to few if any applicants.


When you return to the main menu, all five sections of the form should 
now show up as “completed”. (If not, go back into the relevant section 
and complete any unanswered questions.) Your answers are now ready 
to submit. 


After hitting “submit answers”, you will be asked to give the answers to 
some security questions. These are not part of the application. They are 
just to help caseworkers verify your identity if you need to call the Home 
Office for help about the application.
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There is also a declaration page which points out that it will harm your 
application if you deliberately provide false information or documents, 
such as a forged passport.
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Automated residence check 
What happens next depends on how long you have been living in the 
UK, and on how long the government thinks you have been living in the 
UK based on the automated checks of tax and benefit databases. 
These are not necessarily the same, as there may be gaps in your tax or 
benefits history.
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The system will scan these databases to find your National Insurance 
number, and show a preliminary result on screen. There are three 
possible results:


“You will be considered for settled status” 

This will show up if the automated scan of government data shows that 
you have been living in the UK for a continuous five-year period. All that 
remains is for the application to go to a human decision-maker to sign 
off on the decision to grant settled status. Hit “submit application” to go 
ahead and send your information to the Home Office.  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“You will be considered for pre-settled status” 

This will happen if the checks show that you live in the UK, but have 
been here for less than five years. 


If this is correct, tick the box “submit application for pre-settled status”.


If this is incorrect and you have been here for five years or more, click 
“show I’m eligible for settled status”. Our experience is that the 
automated checks are not particularly sophisticated and may not find 
your records even if you are sure that you have many years' worth of tax 
and benefits history. So although it is inconvenient if this happens, it's 
nothing to worry about. You haven't been refused.


Top tip

If you believe that you should get settled status, and have 
evidence to demonstrate it, then you shouldn’t accept pre-
settled status, or you will need to submit a second application 
for full settled status in the future. Settled status also comes with 
improved rights to things like benefits and student finance, as 
well as opening up the right to acquire British citizenship if this is 
something you are interested in. 

To show that you are eligible for the full settled status, you will need to 
manually upload evidence of residence for whatever period is not 
covered by the automated checks. See the next section for help with 
this.


“We need more evidence of your residence” 
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This will happen if the automated check shows continuous residence of 
less than five years, but not in the last six months. You can then decide 
to upload evidence showing residence for five years (to be eligible for 
settled status) or for one day in the last six months (to be eligible for 
pre-settled status).

 

This will also happen if there is no data showing any residence at all. 
Again, applicants can then decide to upload evidence for five years or 
one day in the last six months.


Uploading evidence of UK residence 

If the automated residence checks do not verify your actual length of 
residence in the UK, you can put in your own evidence to show that you 
live here. This is worth doing if you have been living here for five years 
or longer, in order to get the full settled status. 


The extra evidence needs to be in the form of scanned or photographed 
documents. Home Office guidance for its officials gives a lengthy list of 
what documents it will accept as evidence of residence, broken down 
into (1) preferred evidence, (2) alternative evidence and (3) unacceptable 
evidence:


Preferred evidence  

The documents listed below are preferred evidence because a single 
document may cover a significant period. Where an applicant submits 
evidence from this list, a single piece of evidence is likely to be 
sufficient for the period it covers:  
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• an annual bank statement or an account summary covering a 12 
month period, showing payments received or spending in the UK in 
at least six months of that 12 month period  

• annual business accounts of a self-employed person  

• a dated and signed letter from an employer, confirming the duration 
of a period of UK-based employment which has been undertaken, 
and confirmation of the employer’s status (such as registration with 
HMRC or Companies House) - this will be considered evidence of 
residence for the period of that employment  

• a P60 for a 12 month period (you may request additional evidence 
to confirm that the person has been resident in the UK for at least 6 
months of that period)  

• a P45 confirming the duration of a period of employment which has 
ceased - this will be considered evidence of residence for the period 
of that employment  

• a dated and signed letter from an accredited organisation in the UK 
confirming physical attendance at a course and its duration, or 
confirming enrolment on a course accompanied by dated and 
signed evidence of completion (such as a qualification certificate) - 
this will be treated as evidence of residence for the duration of the 
course  

• a dated and signed letter from a registered care home confirming 
the period of residence in the home - this will be treated as evidence 
of residence for that period  

• a dated, addressed invoice from an accredited organisation for 
school, college or university fees for education requiring physical 
attendance in the UK, which includes the name of the student, and 
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accompanying evidence of payment - this will be treated as 
evidence of residence for the relevant academic term(s) or year  

• documentation issued by the student finance body for England, 
Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland or the Student Loans Company 
that shows a UK address, such as an entitlement notification or 
repayment statement - this will be treated as evidence of residence 
for the relevant academic term(s) or year  

• a residential mortgage statement or tenancy agreement, and 
accompanying evidence of the mortgage or rent being paid (for 
example, confirmation from the lender or landlord), will be treated as 
evidence of residence for the period covered by the statement or 
agreement  

• a dated, addressed council tax bill will be treated as evidence of 
residence for the period covered by the bill  

• evidence of an employer making pension contributions will be 
treated as evidence of residence for the period covered by the 
contributions where the employment requires physical presence in 
the UK  

Alternative evidence 

Because the documents listed below cover a shorter period, the 
applicant may need to submit more of them to evidence that they 
meet the residence requirement. Where an applicant submits 
evidence from this list, a single piece of evidence is likely to be 
sufficient for the period it covers:  

• a dated bank statement (other than an annual statement, as above) 
showing payments received or spending in the UK - this will be 
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treated as evidence of residence for the period covered by the bank 
statement  

• a dated payslip for a UK-based job will be treated as evidence of 
residence for the period covered by that payslip  

• a dated invoice for work you have done in the UK, and 
accompanying evidence of payment - this will be treated as 
evidence of residence for the month in which the invoice is dated  

• a dated, UK-addressed domestic utility bill featuring the applicant’s 
name will be treated as evidence of residence for the period covered 
by the bill  

• a dated, UK-addressed domestic bill or contract for a mobile or 
fixed line telephone or for a TV or internet service featuring the 
applicant’s name will be treated as evidence of residence for the 
period covered by the bill or contract  

• a dated letter from a UK GP or other healthcare professional 
confirming the applicant’s attendance at appointment(s), or a card 
issued by the healthcare professional confirming those 
appointment(s) - this will be treated as evidence of residence for the 
period covered by the appointments (or for the month in which a 
single appointment occurred)  

• a dated letter, or benefit claims made to, a UK government 
department, another UK public body or a UK charity confirming the 
applicant’s physical interaction with them, for example Job Centre 
Plus or Citizens’ Advice or a registration card or certificate issued 
under the Worker Registration Scheme - this will be treated as 
evidence of residence for the month in which it is dated, unless it 
explicitly confirms interactions over a longer period  
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• other dated, UK-addressed domestic bills, for example, for 
insurance, veterinary bills or home services/repairs, featuring the 
applicant’s name and accompanying evidence of payment will be 
treated as evidence of residence for the month in which the bill is 
dated  

• a passport stamp confirming entry at the UK border - this will be 
treated as evidence of residence for the month of entry  

• a used travel ticket confirming previous inbound travel to the UK - 
this will be treated as evidence of residence for the month of entry  

Unacceptable evidence  

The documents listed below are not from an official or other impartial 
source, or are not accessible by Home Office caseworkers, and so are 
not acceptable as evidence of continuous residence for the scheme 
and should not be provided:  

• character references or testimonials from family and friends  

• photographs of a wedding or other special occasion  

• greetings cards or postcards sent or received  

• a personal scrapbook or similar 

The terms "preferred evidence" and "alternative evidence" could 
mislead you into thinking that one is in some sense stronger evidence 
than the other. That's not it: the first suggested evidence is only 
preferable in that it should reduce the amount of documents you need 
to upload. For example, an annual bank statement will be taken as 
proof of residency for the entire year. A dozen separate monthly 
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statements are just as persuasive, but will take longer to collect and 
upload.


Top tip

The evidence must indicate that you are residing in the UK. For 
example, if you have a bank statement with very few or no 
transactions, the Home Office might ask you for alternative 
evidence because the lack of transactions may indicate that you 
were not in the UK. 

Having to submit a lot of documents is also made difficult by the settled 
status website itself, which only allows people to upload ten files in 
total. Each of the ten files has to be under 6 megabytes (MB) in size.


The limit on the number of documents that can be uploaded may cause 
problems for people who have no tax or benefit history at all and need 
to submit a lot of evidence covering five years to get settled status. If 
this causes you problems, it may be worth contacting the EU 
Settlement Resolution Centre to ask for help.


That said, one file can contain multiple pieces of evidence. For example, 
if you have three bank statements in pdf format, they can be combined 
into a single pdf file — so long as the end result is less than 6MB in 
size. There are many free programmes and websites that allow you to 
easily merge pdf documents together. One called PDFsam seems to be 
secure and well reviewed: you can download and use it on your own 
computer rather than uploading files to a website.


The document doesn't have to be in pdf format. You can simply take a 
picture of the document you want to upload. The resulting file can be 
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larger than 6MB, though, so using a scanner to create pdfs may be 
preferable.


If you still have problems uploading the files, just put in what evidence 
you can. A Home Office caseworker should contact you to say that 
there seems to be a gap, at which point you can send them the rest of 
the documents by email or by post.


Example

Lukáš is from the Czech Republic and has been living in the UK 
for six years. He worked as a self-employed carpenter for the 
first two years, before getting married and becoming a stay-at-
home father. The automated checks find Lukáš's tax records for 
the first two years, but there is nothing in government databases 
for the subsequent four. 

Lukáš has an annual bank statement from three years ago in his 
name, but then switched to a joint account in his name and his 
wife's name. He isn't sure whether statements from a joint 
account are acceptable evidence. Lukáš requests to be 
considered for the full settled status and uploads the annual 
bank statement in his sole name. Three weeks later, a Home 
Office caseworker emails Lukáš to say that more evidence is 
needed. Lukáš asks whether joint bank statements will do and 
reassured that they will. He emails scanned copies to the 
caseworker and is granted settled status. 

You can put in multiple pieces of evidence covering a particular period if 
you are unsure about whether one of them is acceptable. 


Those who need a letter from an employer, school or care home as 
evidence of residence may wish to provide a template. Click the 
underlined text below to download:
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• Employers template letter

• Schools template letter


• Care homes template letter


Finally, note that you only need to show five years' continuous 
residence. There is no need to provide evidence covering a longer 
period than that, even if you have been living in the UK for many years.


Example

Gina is from Italy. She is 73 years old and has been living in the 
UK for 35 years. Gina doesn't have a permanent residence 
document or indefinite leave to remain.  

Gina has used to work for various insurance companies in 
Birmingham. She writes to all of them asking for a letter 
confirming her employment, but only one responds. The 
company provides a letter confirming that Gina worked there 
between 1991 and 1998. That is enough evidence for Gina to be 
granted settled status. 
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Getting a decision 
Once you have submitted your application, with or without extra 
evidence of residence, you should receive an email with a "certification 
of application" letter.


It is then a matter of waiting for a decision.


Straightforward applications, for example where an applicant already 
has a permanent residence document, can take as little as one hour.


If you submitted additional documents, it will likely be a longer wait.


Expected waiting times are published online. At time of writing, the 
website said that "it usually takes around 5 working days for 
applications to be processed, but it can take longer". Our experience is 
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that it is taking much longer following a recent surge in applications, 
with even certificates of application taking over a month to issue.


There is no need to worry if days or even weeks go by until you hear 
back. Even if there is no Brexit deal and the UK abruptly leaves the EU, 
the government says that it will pass regulations to shore up the legal 
status of EU citizens until the 31 December 2020 deadline.


Application accepted 

If the Home Office caseworkers reviewing your application agrees that 
you can be granted the status you have asked for, you will receive an 
email to that effect with instructions on how to access proof of status. 
This can only be done digitally: the decision letter is not official proof of 

settled or pre-settled status. No physical document or card saying 

that you have settled or pre-settled status will be issued, unless you 
are a non-EU family member (see next chapter).


The letter explains that pre-settled or settled status in the UK can be 
confirmed online through the Home Office online checking 
service: ‘View and Prove your Rights in the UK’. (It is on the government 
website here: https://view-and-prove-your-rights.homeoffice.gov.uk/eu-
settlement/start.)


Applicants clicking that link will be asked to confirm the number of the 
document they used for the application (passport or biometric 
residence card) and date of birth. You will then be asked to choose 
between the mobile number or email address used during the 
application. A code will be sent to your number or email address. 
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Putting the code into the website will bring up confirmation of settled or 
pre-settled status.

Below is a photograph of a positive decision letter.
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Request for more information 

If you have asked for settled status but the caseworker does not think 
there is evidence of you living in the UK for five years, they should get in 
touch by email to ask for more information. They are unlikely to simply 
refuse your application without giving you a chance to provide 
additional documents.


The same goes if you have asked for pre-settled status but there is no 
evidence of you living in the UK in the past six months.


Application refused 

Caseworkers may, however, refuse your application outright if you have 
committed a criminal offence. At time of writing, only one refusal letter 
had been issued, but inevitably more will be. We cover criminal offences 
and challenging a refusal in later chapters.


Children's applications 
Children are not exempt from having to apply for settled status. Even if 
their parent or guardian has successfully applied, the child must put in 
an application also.


This might even be the case if the child was born in the UK, as this does 
not automatically entitle them to British citizenship. There is more 
information on this in the "Citizenship for children" section towards the 
end of this ebook, but the main thing to emphasise is that you shouldn't 
assume that a UK-born child is British.


If your child is not British (or Irish), there will need to be a settled status 
application in their name also. Parents can fill it in on their child's behalf.
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There is no separate system for children. They apply using the same 
method as adults. The information requested in the online form will be a 
little different, though:


• Children under 16 are not asked for a National Insurance number


• Children under 18 are not asked about criminal convictions or 
extremist activity


• Children up to the age of 21 have the option to "link" their application 
to that of a parent


Below is the landing page for an application on behalf of a nine-year-old 
Spanish child. You can see that there is no "criminal convictions" 
section, unlike an adult's application.
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The option to "link" the child's application to that of a parent is offered 
at the end of the "application type" set of questions. Here is the screen 
that pops up:
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As the screen shows, there are two ways to proceed. The first is to 
apply by piggybacking on the parent's application (the "apply using my 
parent's residence in the UK box"). Choosing this option will bring up a 
screen requesting the parent's name and application number:





The important thing to note here is that the parent only gets an 
application number after they have submitted their own application. The 
16-digit number can be found on the certificate of application and 
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emails from the Home Office. So the parent should go first, and then 
create their child's application — only then can the two be linked 
together. The linking can't be done from the parent's application.


The advantage of linking applications is that the child gets the same 
status as the parent. This can be helpful when the parent is entitled to 
settled status but the child would only be entitled to pre-settled status.


Example

Audrey is from France and has lived in the UK for eight years. 
She gave birth to a son, Theo, back in France but brought him to 
live in the UK. Theo is a French citizen and now three years old. 
Audrey applies for settled status. She immediately creates 
another application for Theo and links it to her own using her 
application number. Audrey and Theo are both granted full 
settled status, even though Theo has not lived in the UK for five 
continuous years. 

Linking applications also means that the only evidence required from 
the child is proof that their sponsor is indeed their parent (or 
grandparent or great-parent). Uploading a scanned copy of the child's 
birth certificate showing the sponsoring parent's name should be 
enough.


Choosing the second option — "apply using my own residence in the 
UK" — means that there is no need to put in a sponsoring parent. 
Instead, the child will need to provide their own evidence of residence 
just as an adult would.


Finally, note that the child doesn't have to have an EU nationality at all, 
so long as their sponsor does. We cover applications from non-
European family members in the next chapter, but don't rehash the 
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process in any detail: it's largely the same as above but with more 
evidence required.


We have recorded another screencast of a Settlement Scheme 
application, this time in the name of a child rather than an adult. You 
can view it on the Free Movement YouTube channel here: 


https://youtu.be/2CMEhJ4Ox5s
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Help, support and alternatives to the app 

Can’t use the app 

If you do not have an Android phone and can’t or don’t want to borrow 
one, you can go into various government and council offices and have 
your ID document scanned there instead.


You will also need to give a mobile phone number and email address, 
so that you can pick up the application at the online form stage as 
described above.


At time of writing, there were 60 locations offering document scanning. 
The list of locations is here: https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/eu-settlement-scheme-id-document-scanner-locations/
locations-offering-chip-checker-services.


You will need to make an appointment in advance, and pay £14 in most 
cases.


The Home Office says that ID documents can also be sent to it directly, 
by post, for scanning. You will need to choose the "online and by post" 
option on the settled status website in order to do this. The system will 
ask you to enter your ID document details manually and give an 
address for it to be posted to.


Can’t use the internet 
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You can also get someone to help you use the app and fill in the online 
form. This is called the Assisted Digital Service. It is basically for people 
who have trouble using the internet, and possibly if you are reading this 
ebook you will be confident enough to make the application without 
someone to show you how to use a computer. 


The Assisted Digital Service does not provide Android phones or give 
legal advice.


Find out more about the Assisted Digital Service here: https://
www.gov.uk/government/publications/eu-settlement-scheme-assisted-
digital-service. There is a long list of locations that offer it, including 
some where home visits are offered. To book an Assisted Digital 
appointment, call 03333 445 675 or text the word VISA to 07537 416 
944.


Need to talk to the Home Office 

You can get help with your application on the phone or online by 
contacting the EU Settlement Resolution Centre:

Telephone: 0300 123 7379 
From outside the UK: +44 (0)203 080 0010 
Monday to Friday, 8am to 8pm 
Saturday and Sunday, 9.30am to 4.30pm 
Closed on bank holidays


The online form is: https://eu-settled-status-enquiries.service.gov.uk/
start. 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FAMILY MEMBERS OF EU CITIZENS

As with EU citizens themselves, family members of EU citizens are 
entitled to settled status if they have been living in the UK continuously 
for five years, or pre-settled status if they have been living here for a 
shorter period than that.


In the rest of this chapter we will refer to the EU citizen that the non-EU 
applicant has the relationship with as the "sponsor". Family members 
will need to point to a sponsor in the UK, as well as submitting evidence 
of their own identity and residence in the UK, unless they already have a 
permanent residence card.


Certain family members can also apply to join their sponsor in the 
future, after the Settlement Scheme has closed.


If you and all your family members are EU or British citizens, this 
chapter is not for you. All EU citizens, of whatever age, can apply to the 
Settlement Scheme in their own right. "Family members" really means 
"non-EU family members" (plus EU family members after the Settlement 
Scheme has closed).


Example

Naomi is Italian. She moved to the UK in 2016 to work as a 
freelance graphic designer. Shortly afterwards, Naomi met Pedro, 
a Spanish citizen who has been in the UK since 2009. Because 
they are both EU citizens, Naomi and Pedro can both apply to the 
Settlement Scheme separately. Naomi is likely to receive pre-
settled status because she does not yet have five years of 
residence. Pedro should receive settled status because he has 
been resident for over five years. 
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It may also be useful to note that family members of EU citizens who 
have naturalised to become British may also apply under the Settlement 
Scheme.


Who is a family member? 
“Family members” are people from outside the EU whose right to be in 
the UK depends on their family relationship with an EU citizen.


There are two types of family member we will be discussing here. The 
first we call “close family members”, which broadly means a spouse, 
civil partner, child under 21, parent or grandparent. The second type are 
“extended family members”, which can include durable partners, and 
other relatives such as brother, sister, aunt, uncle, nephew, niece or 
cousin provided that they depend on the sponsor in some way.


The rights of extended family members are not quite so straightforward 
as close family members and we will discuss that in more detail later in 
the chapter.


Example

Close family members Extended family members
Husband/wife Durable partner
Civil partner Relative who lives with sponsor
Child, grandchild or great 
grandchild aged under 21

Relative being cared for by the 
sponsor

Parent, grandparent or great 
grandparent

Other dependant relative
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Jon is a Polish citizen who moved to the UK to study animal 
husbandry in 2011 and now runs a  farm in Norfolk. He is 
married to Ygritte, who is from Russia. Ygritte is Jon’s close 
family member. 

Jon has an uncle, Benjen, who is from Ukraine. Benjen moved to 
the UK in 2017, as he has a disability and no family left at home. 
He lives with Jon and Ygritte, who look after him and support 
him financially. Benjen may qualify as an extended family 
member. 

“Close family member” and “extended family member” are not 
necessarily terms you will see the Home Office using in describing the 
Settlement Scheme, but they may help in understanding who qualifies 
to begin with.


When should I apply? 
Family members may decide to apply for their new status at the same 
time as their EU citizen sponsor. The Home Office website encourages 
this, stating “You’ll probably get a decision more quickly if you apply at 
the same time as or after your family member”. That is because 
“evidence of the EU citizen having been granted status under the 
scheme will be sufficient evidence of the [family member's] identity, 
nationality and continuous residence”. 


Example

Monica is French. She is married to Kurt, a New Zealand citizen 
and moved to the UK with him in 2006. Monica and Kurt can 
both apply to the Settlement Scheme, but Kurt's application 
requires proof of his relationship with Monica as well as his own 
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residence. Kurt therefore waits for Monica to apply and receive 
settled status, and then applies himself. 

Kurt may decide not to apply for the Settlement Scheme at all. 
He may well have a visa of his own, or after so long in the UK, 
indefinite leave to remain. 

Close EU or non EU family members who are living abroad can also join 
EU citizens in the UK in future. However, the relationship must have 
been already formed before 31 December 2020 (or before the date of 
Brexit if there is no deal). If an EU citizen with settled or pre-settled 
status meets and falls in love with a foreign national after this date, they 
will only be able to bring them into the UK on a normal family visa.


Family members who already have a document saying that they have 
permanent residence do not usually have to prove that they have been 
living in the UK for five years to qualify for settled status. The existing 
document is taken as proof of long term residence. But it will not be 
valid after Brexit -- permanent resident document holders must still 
apply for the Settlement Scheme. By contrast, a family member who 
has a stamp in their passport saying that they have indefinite leave to 

remain does not have to apply for the Settlement Scheme, although 
they can do so if they wish.
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Which family members can apply? 

Close family members 

In most cases, it will be pretty obvious if someone is your close family 
member. If there is any doubt, you can check the full definitions of a 
child, spouse etc at Annex 1 - Definitions of the Appendix EU rules.


A spouse is someone married to an EU citizen. A same-sex spouse 
counts, since same-sex marriage has been allowed in the UK for 
several years. However, some same-sex couples may be in a civil 
partnership, since this legal recognition of same-sex relationships 
existed before gay marriage. 


Someone in a UK civil partnership with their sponsor can also apply 
under the settlement scheme. Also covered is "a same sex relationship 
registered overseas which is, or was, entitled to be treated as a civil 
partnership" under the Civil Partnership Act.


Children, grandchildren and great-children are all eligible so long as 
they are aged under 21. They can be the child of the non-EU citizen 
spouse or civil partner as well — not just the child of the sponsor.


Example

Juan, aged 7, came to the UK in 2015 with his mother 
Madeleine. Both are Columbian citizens.  In 2017 Madeleine got 
married to Jose, a Spanish citizen. Jose is not Juan's father. 
Nevertheless, Madeleine and Juan can both apply for the EU 
Settlement Scheme along with Jose.  
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The child’s application needs to include evidence that the sponsor is 
their parent. Generally a birth certificate will be the best way of doing 
this.


Where the child's parent is not the EU sponsor, but the sponsor's non-
EU spouse, the Home Office also requires evidence of the relationship 
between the parents. A case study from the department's guidance to 
decision-making staff illustrates this:


Mr P, a 16 year old Ecuadorian citizen, has applied as the son of 
Ms P, who is in a civil partnership with Ms Q, a Latvian citizen. A 
birth certificate and civil partnership certificate have been 
produced to confirm both relationships are as claimed and Ms 
Q’s passport confirms that she is a Latvian citizen. A reference 
number provided confirms that Ms P has been granted ILR 
under the scheme. Mr P is eligible for ILR in line, subject to 
identity and suitability checks. 

Adopted children are covered too, as well as a variety of relatively 
unusual circumstances such as surrogacy and family court orders. 
There is more on this in the detailed guidance.


Top tip

Children, grandchildren or great-grandchildren of EU citizens 
may have or be entitled to British citizenship if they were born in 
the UK, in which case they would not need to apply for the 
Settlement Scheme. This may be worth investigating.  

Children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren aged over 21 might be 
able to apply also, but would need to be "dependent" on the sponsor, 
or the sponsor's spouse/civil partner. This means being given money to 
cover "essential living needs". 
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By contrast, non-EU parents, grandparents and great-grandparents are 
normally assumed to be dependent. So no further evidence seems to 
be required if applying as a family member in this category: just 
evidence of the relationship. (Inevitably there is a bit more to it than that, 
and we discuss the issue of dependency in a Free Movement blog post: 
Do dependent parents actually need to be dependent under the EU 
Settlement Scheme?)


Again, the relationship can be with the sponsor's spouse or civil partner, 
not just the sponsor.


Extended family members 

The main point to be aware of when it comes to extended family 
members is that they need to already have a UK immigration document, 
issued under the EEA Regulations, in order to apply for the settlement 
scheme. There are various different types that will do the trick:


• family permit 


• registration certificate

• residence card


• document certifying permanent residence


• permanent residence card


Anyone who thinks they fit the bill as an extended family member but 
does not have such an immigration document should apply for one 
before applying for the Settlement Scheme. They will then be able to 
apply for pre-settled status. 
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If you do not do so by 31 December 2020 (or the date of Brexit, if there 
is no deal), it will be too late. Applications for these residence 
documents are not covered in this guide, but the application form is 
Form EEA (EFM).


The need to have an existing immigration document means that it is not 
enough to meet the criteria for being an extended family member in the 
Settlement Scheme rules. We will cover them briefly, though, for those 
who might want to apply for an immigration document first and then to 
the Settlement Scheme.


A "durable partner" is somebody in a long-term relationship with an EU 
citizen sponsor. Normally this means living together "in a relationship 
akin to a marriage or civil partnership" for at least two years. The family 
member will have to put in evidence of living together for this period, 
such as utility bills in joint names or bank statements at the same 
address.


If the couple don't have two years living together, they can still argue 
that the relationship is "durable" by producing "other significant 
evidence". The guidance says that an example of this would be 
evidence of "joint responsibility for a child", such as a birth certificate or 
custody agreement.


Other relatives can apply as extended family members if they are: 


• dependent on the sponsor

• in strict need of personal care from the sponsor on serious health 

grounds  
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• a member of the sponsor’s household. This means living under the 
same roof, but not necessarily dependent.


It is very likely that you will have the necessary evidence to prove 
dependency, care needs or living in the sponsor’s household already 
from a previous application for a UK immigration document.


Perhaps the most distant relationship of all that is covered by the 
Settlement Scheme is an extended family member of the sponsor’s 
spouse or civil partner. Such relatives can apply, but only if the existing 
UK immigration document that they have was applied for before 1 
February 2017.


Families where the relationship has ended 
It is possible to apply for the Settlement Scheme as a family member 
even if you no longer have an EU citizen sponsor. This is basically 
limited to cases of death or divorce: where the family member was in a 
relationship with a sponsor, but the sponsor has passed away or got 
divorced.


Unusually, a family member can get settled rather than pre-settled 
status without having lived in the UK for five years if all of the following 
criteria are met:


• They were living with their sponsor at the time of the sponsor's death


• The sponsor was working or self-employed in the UK at the time of 
their death
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• The sponsor had been living in the UK for at least two years, or their 
death was the result of an accident at work or an occupational 
disease. 


Not every bereaved couple will meet this criteria, though. If not, family 
members can still apply for the Settlement Scheme if they were living in 
the UK "as the family member of that relevant EU citizen [sponsor] for at 
least the year immediately before the death of that person". But they 
will need five years' residence to get the full settled status. Otherwise 
they will be offered pre-settled status.


Children of a deceased EU citizen who are still in education can also 
apply, as can someone with custody of a child meeting that description.


Moving from death to divorce, the rules also allow someone who was 
the spouse or civil partner of an EU citizen to apply despite the 
"termination of the marriage or civil partnership". But the divorced 
applicant must meet one of the following criteria:


(a) the marriage lasted for at least three years before divorce 
proceedings started AND the couple had been living in the UK for 
at least one year


(b) the applicant has custody of their ex's child

(c) the applicant has court-ordered access to their ex's child

(d) there are "particularly difficult circumstances", such as domestic 

abuse
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How family members apply 
Family members follow the same basic application process as EU 
citizens. This involves downloading a smartphone app to provide a 
photo and ID document, and filling in an online application form. We 
have covered the various steps in some detail in the previous chapter.


Parents can apply on behalf of their child aged under 21. The child’s 
application can be linked to the parent’s application using the 
application number given to the parent. Parents should apply for 
themselves first, and then on behalf of their child.


Example

Olivia is a 12-year-old Argentinian citizen living in the UK with 
her Portuguese mother, Sandra. Sandra has been living in the 
UK since 2010. Sandra applies to the Settlement Scheme in 
June 2019 and is granted settled status in July 2019. She then 
starts a second application, this time for Olivia. Sandra upload a 
photo of Olivia’s birth certificate which shows Sandra as Olivia’s 
mother, and the 16-digit reference number shown on the emailed 
decision letter confirming Sandra’s settled status. Olivia is also 
granted settled status. 

Users of the app are asked out the outset whether they are an EU 
citizen or not. Family members will select "no". (Remember that we are 
talking in this chapter about non-EU citizens -- EU citizens can simply 
apply for the Settlement Scheme in their own right.)


Whereas EU citizens are only asked about (1) their own identity and (2) 
residence, family members will also be asked for:
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(3) Their sponsor's identity

(4) Their sponsor's residence in the UK

(5) Their own identity

(6) Their own residence in the UK

(7) Their relationship with the sponsor


An existing permanent residence card will count as proof of all the 

above. Those who do not have a permanent residence card will need to 
provide a bit more evidence.


Sponsor's identity and residence 
Home Office guidance says that


the applicant will need to provide proof of the identity and 
nationality of the 
relevant EU citizen of whom the applicant is the family member 
(or was so for 
the relevant period). This will be: 

in the case of an EU citizen, their valid passport or their 
valid national identity card 
alternatively in the case of an Irish citizen, their full birth 
certificate from Ireland or other official documentation 
which satisfies you of their identity and Irish nationality  

The family member applying will also need to supply evidence of the EU 
citizen's residence in the UK.


There should however be no need to resubmit all this if the sponsor has 
already applied for and been granted settled or pre-settled status. The 
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two applications can be linked. The Home Office says that "If the EU 
citizen has been granted, or is being granted, settled or pre-settled 
status under the EU Settlement Scheme, you can use this to confirm 
their residence in the UK by providing their application reference 
number.”


Family member's identity and residence 
Either way, the family member will need to supply their own identity and 
proof of residence. This will be largely the same as the steps outlined in 
the previous chapter.


Family member's relationship with the sponsor 
As we touched on in the previous section, the documents that need to 
be uploaded to prove the family relationship vary depending on the type 
of relationship. The online application system will prompt users for the 
right document.


Spouses can submit: an existing immigration document issued by the 
UK government saying that they are married to the sponsor, OR a 
marriage certificate.


Civil partners: as above, OR a document showing that they have 
registered a same-sex relationship abroad.


Children: an existing immigration document issued by the UK 
government saying that they are the child of the sponsor, OR full birth 
certificate showing that they are the child of the sponsor OR "other 
document(s)" that would satisfy a decision-maker that they are the child 
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of the sponsor. Children over 21 must also submit evidence of 
dependency.


Parents: an existing immigration document issued by the UK 
government saying that they are the parent of the sponsor, OR full birth 
certificate showing them as the parent of the sponsor OR "other 
document(s)" that would satisfy a decision-maker that they are the 
parent of the sponsor.


Durable partners: an existing immigration document issued by the UK 

government saying that they are the sponsor's partner AND evidence of 
the relationship such as "evidence of cohabitation (bank statements or 
utility bills in joint names at the same address, residential tenancy or 
rental agreements or mortgage statements, official correspondence 
which links them at the same address)" or "evidence of joint finances, 
business ventures or commitments (tax returns of business contracts, 
investments)".


Other dependent relatives: an existing immigration document issued by 
the UK government AND evidence that the relationship is ongoing.


The Home Office website gives essentially the same information as 
above, in a different format. Click here: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/
eu-settlement-scheme-evidence-of-relationship-to-an-eu-citizen
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Family reunification after the Settlement Scheme 
closes 
The Settlement Scheme is designed for EU citizens and their family 
members who are legally resident in the UK before 31 December 2020, 
(assuming there is a Brexit deal).


But there is an exception for close family members and durable 
partners who still live outside the UK when 31 December 2020 comes 
and goes.


This is so long as the relationship began before 31 December 2020 

and still exists when they apply to come into the UK or the 

applicant is a child born or adopted abroad after that date.


Example

Fernando is a Spanish national. He arrived in the UK on 10 April 
2010 and started working immediately after. He acquired the 
right to permanent residence on 11 April 2015 and will be able 
to apply for settled status. On 5 September 2019 he marries 
Joanne, a South African national. Their relationship started in 
May 2016. Joanne wants to join Fernando in the UK. Because 
their relationship and marriage occurred before 31 December 
2020 Joanne will be able to apply under the new application 
process to join Fernando in the UK. 

Example

Jan is a Spanish national. She arrived in the UK in 2008. After 
five years of working, she applied, in 2013, for a permanent 
residence document. One reason for her journey to the UK was 
to earn a higher salary and to send this money to her father, 
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Mateo, in Spain. Mateo is unwell and cannot work, so he relies 
entirely on the money Jan sends him. In February 2021 Mateo 
becomes so ill that he cannot move and requires long term care. 
Mateo will be able to apply to join Jan in the UK. He decides to 
do so in March 2021. Within three months of arriving in the UK 
he applies for temporary status to secure his right to reside with 
Jan. 

The Home Office spells out that family members will not be able to use 
the Settlement Scheme route "if your relationship with them began after 
31 December 2020. They’ll be able to come here on a family visa". 
Normal UK family visas are more complicated to get: there is, for 
example, a minimum income requirement for the sponsor.


Family members with a pre-existing relationship would also be hit by 
the normal UK family visa rules if there is a no-deal Brexit. In that 
scenario, family members would only be able to take the Settlement 
Scheme route to join their sponsor up to a cut-off date of 29 March 
2022 – and only so long as the relationship existed before exit day. The 
government has said:


EU citizens with pre-settled or settled status under the EU Settlement 
Scheme would be able to be joined in the UK under the scheme, by 
29 March 2022, by existing close family members, such as children, 
spouses and partners, parents and grandparents living overseas at 
exit, where the relationship existed by exit day (or where a child was 
born overseas after this date) and continued to exist when the family 
member applied. After 29 March 2022, such family members will be 
able to join EU citizens here by applying through the applicable UK 
Immigration Rules. EU citizens with pre-settled or settled status under 
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the EU Settlement Scheme will be able to be joined by future spouses 
and partners (where the relationship was established after exit) and 
other dependent relatives under the scheme until 31 December 2020, 
after which point the UK Immigration Rules would apply to such family 
reunion. Together this would bring the rights of EU citizens in line with 
the rights of UK nationals from 30 March 2022. 

It is not clear yet whether these future applicants would use the same 
online application process as family members who apply before the 
general Settlement Scheme deadline, but it seems fairly likely.


Family members of Irish citizens 
Family members of Irish citizens are in a slightly unusual position. 
Because Irish citizens are also EU citizens, they and their family 
members are entitled to use the Settlement Scheme. But Irish citizens 
are exempt from having to apply for the Scheme. Their family members 
are not.


Family members of Irish citizens still need to prove their Irish sponsor's 
identity and residence in the UK. For example, if the family member in 
question is the non-EU child of an Irish citizen, the system will ask for 
the sponsor's Irish passport, passport card or full birth certificate, as 
well as evidence of the sponsor's residence in the UK. 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SPECIALISED APPLICATIONS: SURINDER SINGH CASES 
AND CARERS

Most people do not need to worry about this chapter. It discusses some 
more complicated scenarios involving family members from outside the 
EU. If you don't know what "Surinder Singh", "Zambrano" or "derivative 
rights" mean, this chapter is very unlikely to apply to you. If you do fall 
into one of these categories, read on.


In brief, there are certain family members who can't apply for settled 
status through the normal online process because their cases are 
particularly complicated. These are:


• Family members of certain British citizens, who lived together in 
another EU country (the Surinder Singh route)


• Family members who are the primary carer for a British citizen (the 
Zambrano route)


• Family members who are the primary carer for certain EU citizens (the 
Chen and Ibrahim/Teixeira routes)


All these specialised applications must be made using a paper 
application form, only available upon request from the EU Settlement 
Resolution Centre.


Surinder Singh: family members of British citizens 
In general, non-European family members of UK citizens cannot apply 
for the Settlement Scheme. These relationships have nothing to do with 
the EU and are a matter for the regular UK family visa system (known to 
lawyers as "Appendix FM").
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But there is an exception. Over the years, some British citizens have 
moved to other European Union countries, lived with or met a partner or 
other family member there, and moved back with them to the UK. They 
are essentially treated as EU migrants and therefore able to sponsor 
family members under the more generous EU family migration laws, 
rather than braving the tough UK sponsorship rules. 


This system has become known as the "Surinder Singh" immigration 
route. It is called that because of an EU Court of Justice decision, 
Surinder Singh.


There is more information about the Surinder Singh route in this Free 
Movement blog post and this Free Movement ebook.


Families (generally couples) who qualify for the Surinder Singh route can 
now apply through the Settlement Scheme. This is so long as their 
relationship together began before the date of Brexit, whenever that 
happens to be. It will be no good moving abroad after Brexit and then 
trying to get Surinder Singh status, even if the Settlement Scheme is 
still open.


For those reading the scheme rules in Appendix EU, the bits about a 
"qualifying British citizen" refer to Surinder Singh cases. The rules 
confirm that the family member of a qualifying British citizen can get 
settled or pre-settled status if they are:


...in the UK lawfully by virtue of regulation 9(1) to (6) of the EEA 
Regulations, regardless of whether in the UK the qualifying British 
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citizen is (or, as the case may be, for the relevant period was) a 
qualified person under regulation 6 of the EEA Regulations... 

Regulation 9 of the EEA Regulations covers Surinder Singh cases.


However, the application process in Surinder Singh cases is not 
streamlined the way it is for most settled status applicants. It involves a 
paper form rather than the app and online form available to most 
applicants.


The Surinder Singh application form is 61 pages long. It is more like the 
EEA(FM) application form that Surinder Singh migrants had to use 
before the Settlement Scheme than a normal settled status application.


The Surinder Singh form is not publicly available and cannot be 
downloaded from the government website. It is only available upon 
request from the EU Settlement Resolution Centre. Anyone who thinks 
that they qualify for the Surinder Singh route -- or already have 
immigration status through this route -- should contact the Resolution 
Centre and ask for a form.


The Resolution Centre will take the applicant’s name and contact details 
before arranging a call back from the specialist team that processes 
Surinder Singh applications. Applicants are asked a few questions over 
the phone to make sure they are using the correct route, and are then 
sent an application form through the post. The form should arrive within 
ten working days. It is personalised with details of the applicant and 
with an application number, so it cannot be copied and used by others.
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Somebody who has never applied under the Surinder Singh route 
before will have to provide evidence that their British sponsor lived in 
another EU country, give details of joint residence abroad and prove 
that they are in a relationship. Someone who has already applied 
successfully for a residence or permanent residence card under 
Surinder Singh will not need to submit all this evidence again -- they will 
have done so the first time, essentially -- and so can skip these parts of 
the form. Those with a family permit do need to fill in this part of the 
form, though.


All Surinder Singh applicants will need to provide evidence of their and 
their British sponsor’s residence in the UK, unless they already have a 
permanent residence card. And even those with a permanent residence 
card must apply again, through the Settlement Scheme, to have their 
status recognised post-Brexit – existing documents will no longer be 
valid. 


There is detailed Home Office guidance on Surinder Singh cases, 
labelled as EU Settlement Scheme: family member of a qualifying British 
citizen, on its website.


While those who have successfully navigated the Surinder Singh route 
before may be able to essentially renew their status without too much 
trouble, anyone applying for the first time should consult an immigration 
lawyer if possible.


Carers 
Certain non-European citizens who look after an EU or British citizen 
child living in the UK can apply for the Settlement Scheme as well. 
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This category of family members have always have the right to live in 
the UK because of decisions of the Court of Justice of the European 
Union. The Court of Justice was confronted in several cases with 
children with the right to live in a particular country, but whose carer 
was a non-EU citizen who didn't have that right. The court ruled that 
certain of these carers should have the right to live in that country as 
well.


Lawyers call this a "derivative right" of residence, because it was 
derived from the EU treaties by the courts rather than the EU passing a 
law to create it.


The good news is that these carers now have the right to apply under 
the Settlement Scheme as well. The scheme covers Zambrano carers, 
Chen carers and Ibrahim/Teixeira carers. Lawyers often describe all 
three categories as "derivative right" cases, but the Appendix EU rules 
separate those with a "Zambrano right of residence" from the other two. 
Zambrano carers were not able to apply under the scheme until 1 May 
2019, whereas other specialised applications were open from 30 March.


We give all these technical terms because, in practice, it is carers who 
already have residence documents as a Zambrano, Chen or Ibrahim/
Teixeira carer with derivative rights who will recognise that they qualify.


Zambrano carers  

Someone qualifies as a Zambrano carer if they are the primary carer of 
a British citizen who lives in the UK, and their removal from the UK 
would require the British citizen to leave the EU entirely. Previously, a 
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UK residence document issued to Zambrano carers did not lead to 
settlement in the UK, so it was welcome that they were included in the 
Settlement Scheme. Someone who already has a residence card as a 
Zambrano carer will be well placed to convert it into an indefinite right 
of settlement.


But the rules mean that the scheme is not as useful to Zambrano carers 
as it first appeared. For one thing, Appendix EU says that to be 
accepted for settled status, a Zambrano carer has to be "without leave 
to enter or remain in the UK granted under another part of these Rules". 
This means that someone who might qualify as a Zambrano carer but 
has got a visa already under, say, the family migration rules in Appendix 
FM will be excluded from the Settlement Scheme.


For another, the Home Office intends to make life difficult for potential 

applicants whom it has not previously recognised as a Zambrano carer. 
Its guidance says that :


an applicant cannot be considered a ‘person with a Zambrano 
right to reside’ if they... have never made an application under 
Appendix FM to the Immigration Rules or any other Article 8 
ECHR claim, where there is (or was) a realistic prospect that 
this would succeed (or would have succeeded). 

In other words, caseworkers will assess whether the person has a good 
chance of getting leave to remain outside the Settlement Scheme. If so, 
they will be expected to try that. Only if the Home Office considers that 
there is no "realistic prospect" of success down that road will it 
consider the person for EU settled status as a Zambrano case.
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This has the potential to shut out many carers from the Settlement 
Scheme who might otherwise have made use of it.


Zambrano applicants for settled status can request a paper application 
form from the EU Settlement Resolution Centre. If possible, it is 
advisable to consult an immigration lawyer before submitting the form.


Guidance on how caseworkers will consider whether an applicant to the 
EU Settlement Scheme is a "person with a Zambrano right to reside" 
can be found in EU Settlement Scheme: person with a Zambrano right 
to reside. 


Other carers 

Someone qualifies as a Chen carer if they are the primary carer of a 
self-sufficient EU citizen child. "Self-sufficient" here basically means not 
claiming benefits (the legal phrase is having "sufficient resources not to 
become a burden on the social assistance system of the United 
Kingdom").


Someone qualifies as a Ibrahim/Teixeira carer if they are the primary 
carer of a child of an EU citizen, the child is in education in the UK, and 
requiring the primary carer to leave the UK would prevent the child from 
continuing their education in the UK.


The Home Office will require evidence that you meet these criteria, 
especially if you have not applied for residence documents before. Its 
website says that "in some cases, you’ll also need to provide the same 
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documents as you would for a residence card application". It also 
provides a link to the evidence that would be requested: https://
www.gov.uk/derivative-right-residence/documents-you-must-provide. 
This is likely to be covered in the paper application form that carers 
must request from the EU Settlement Scheme Resolution Centre.


Carers who have already been through the process of applying for 
documents based on derivative rights as a carer may be able to 
complete this application form themselves using the same evidence as 
last time, but those weighing it up for the first time should probably get 
an immigration lawyer if at all possible.
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CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS

For most people, it is likely that the application will be accepted and 
either settled or pre-settled status granted without much further ado.


But the Settlement Scheme is not a registration system. It is an 
immigration application. Applications can be refused.


One of the most likely reasons for refusal will be criminal convictions. 
Here we turn to the approach the Home Office says it will follow to past 
criminal offending.


Conduct and offending before Brexit 
The Home Office says that it will apply existing EU law on deportation 
to any previous criminal convictions. Future convictions after Brexit (and 
after transition if there is a transition period) will be subject to the 
current UK thresholds for deportation (see below).


The government has explicitly stated that the same approach will be 
followed in the event of a “no deal” scenario.


In short, EU citizens may face deportation action for past offences if 
they have:


• Received any sentence of imprisonment at all within the last five years

• At any time (no matter how historic) received a sentence of 12 months 

or more for a single offence
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• For those resident for less than five years, if they in the last three 
years received three or more convictions (including with non-custodial 
sentences)


• Previous involvement in serious deception such as sham marriage or 
assisting unlawful immigration (even if there was no conviction)


The Home Office policy document about this also says that where a 
person was previously considered for deportation but deportation was 
not pursued, they will not now be considered for deportation. You can 
read the document in full here: EU Settlement Scheme: suitability 
requirements (Version 1.0, 1 April 2019).


A final decision on whether to pursue deportation will be subject to a 
proportionality assessment by the Home Office on the individual facts of 
the case, presumably taking into account length of residence, family 
links to the UK and similar. The policy that the Home Office will apply 
can be accessed here: EEA decisions taken on grounds of public policy 
(version 3.0, 14 December 2017).


There is therefore a two stage process:


1. Does the person’s past conduct mean they will be considered for 
deportation?


2. On consideration of all the relevant circumstances including length 
of residence and family links to the UK, will the person actually be 
deported?
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In the past, the Home Office has pursued deportation action even for 
relatively minor offences and even where the person has strong links to 
the UK. Whether that approach continues after Brexit or will be softened 
is unknown.


How will refusal work in practice? 

Appendix EU states that an application for settled or pre-settled status 
will be refused on criminality grounds where a deportation decision has 
been made. This suggests that where an application for settled status is 
made and a person might meet the criteria for deportation, no decision 
will be reached on the application until the case has been referred to 
Immigration Enforcement and a decision made on whether to pursue 
deportation on the facts of the case.


This means:


• A settled status application will presumably be put on hold, potentially 
for a long time, while considered for deportation


• It is not clear that the applicant will be informed that this is what is 
happening


• Immigration Enforcement may be overwhelmed by referrals, leading to 
substantial delays


• It is only if the person is served with a deportation decision that the 
application for settled status will be refused


• If a deportation decision is made and the settled status application is 
refused, it is not clear whether the Home Office will attempt to detain, 
notify of a right of appeal on human rights grounds or serve a “deport 
first, appeal later” notice requiring any appeal to be pursued from 
abroad
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It is unknown whether the Home Office has given thought to the 
practical ramifications of its policy on criminality and how to manage 
the resulting casework.


Failing to disclose criminal offending 

If a person fails to tell the Home Office about a past criminal conviction 
when making a settled status application, there is a serious risk of 
refusal on the grounds of deception.


Paragraph EU16(a) of Appendix EU to the Immigration Rules states that 
an application for settled or pre-settled status can be refused where:


In relation to the application and whether or not to the applicant’s 
knowledge, false or misleading information, representations or 
documents have been submitted (including false or misleading 
information submitted to any person to obtain a document used in 
support of the application); and the information, representation or 
documentation is material to the decision whether or not to grant the 
applicant indefinite leave to remain or limited leave to remain under 
this Appendix. 

It is not clear whether accidental non-disclosure would trigger a refusal 
but it is likely it would depend on the circumstances. For example, 
failure to disclose an old driving conviction whether there was no 
sentence of imprisonment might be accepted as accidental but failure 
to disclose an assault conviction might not be.
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Where a refusal on this basis is contemplated, official policy is to make 
further inquiries of the applicant and/or relevant third parties or to invite 
them to an interview.


A proportionality assessment is also to be made prior to a refusal, 
including consideration of the seriousness of the non-disclosure, 
whether the applicant was aware and the impact on the applicant and 
family members of a refusal.


An application for pre-settled or settled status may also be refused if 
the applicant has previously been refused entry to the UK under EEA 
Regulations, or where someone previously had leave granted under the 
Settlement Scheme but that leave was cancelled sometime in the past.  
This includes not just leave granted under the EU Settlement Scheme 
from within the UK, but also leave granted in the course of an 
application to join an EEA national in the UK for the first time under 
Appendix EU (Family Permit).


In this case, refusal of the application must be justified on public policy, 
public security or public health grounds. This usually requires a serious 
criminal offence, and, amongst other requirements, the individual has to 
represent a genuine, present and sufficiently serious threat affecting one 
of the fundamental interests of society, with higher thresholds to 
overcome the longer someone has resided in the UK.


Criminal offences committed after Brexit 
Where a person is granted settled or pre-settled status, that person can 
have that status taken away from him or her in future by way of 
deportation action under UK law for any subsequent criminal offending 
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(or other activities attracting a “conducive to the public good” 
deportation).


UK standards on deportation are complex but summarised in this Free 
Movement infographic:


Protection against deportation is far weaker in UK law compared to EU 
law so a sharp increase in deportation action against resident EU 
citizens would therefore be expected after the protection of EU law 
standards ceases to apply.
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CHALLENGING REFUSALS UNDER THE SETTLEMENT 
SCHEME

In the world of immigration law, not being granted a settlement or a visa 
is known as a "refusal". In the past, the Home Office has been  
notoriously trigger-happy with refusals, which can cause great hardship 
to migrants who have spent many years in the UK and are then 
expected to leave.


Mindful of this reputation, the department has been at pains to stress 
that it will not apply the same "computer says no" approach to the 
Settlement Scheme:


Throughout, we will be looking to grant, not for reasons to refuse, and 
caseworkers will be able to exercise discretion in favour of applicants 
where appropriate, to minimise administrative burdens. 

Some people will, inevitably, be refused. The most likely reason will be a 
criminal record, as covered in the last chapter, but it is also possible 
that problems with ID, nationality or family relationship documents will 
result in refusals. This chapter provides a summary of your options if 
you are refused settled status when you think you are entitled to it.


Pre-decision assistance 
Based on anecdotal evidence of the scheme so far, it seems that 
immigration caseworkers are indeed contacting applicants via email if 
they are not satisfied that the information and evidence provided with 
the application is sufficient for a grant of leave. 
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Therefore, should you be missing from government tax and benefit 
databases and fail to upload sufficient documents to support your case, 
you will probably receive an email from the Home Office asking for 
additional paperwork to cover specific periods of time where evidence 
is lacking.


Example

Jane applied for the Settlement Scheme and offered pre-settled 
status. She has lived in the UK for just over five years, but the 
automatic checks carried out by the Home Office could not 
confirm that she was in the UK for a particular period of 18 
months. She uploaded documents covering that period. 

A Home Office caseworker emails Jane requesting proof of 
residence for that 18-month period. Jane is baffled by the 
request, because she had already uploaded bank statements 
which covered those months. After panicking and wondering 
what else she could send, Jane simply re-submits the same 
bank statements as an attachment to the email she sent to the 
Home Office in response to its request, explaining that the 
evidence had already been uploaded.  

Jane is promptly granted settled status. 

Grant of incorrect status 
According to the Home Office, only one application has been refused 
up to the end of September 2019. However, there is no information on 
how many people who thought they were eligible for settled status 
(having lived here for five years or more) were instead offered pre-
settled status (for those here less than five years), and therefore 
received a wrong decision. 
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Example

Jabba is an Italian national. He has been living in the UK for five 
years. For the first nine months he did a couple of short English 
language courses and lived at a friend’s house. He then opened 
a business which he has been running since.  

When Jabba applied for settled status, the Home Office’s 
automatic checks could not confirm Jabba’s residence in the UK 
for five continuous years, because Jabba does not have a 
national insurance number.  

Therefore Jabba was asked to submit additional documents. 

He provided evidence of his business but did not have any 
papers for the first nine months of his stay. He asked for 
confirmation of attendance from his language school but did not 
receive anything. 

Jabba was granted pre-settled status and not settled status. 

What remedies are available to someone in Jabba’s situation? And what 
can be done if someone is refused status outright?


At time of writing, in a case of a refusal of settled or pre-settled status it 
is possible to submit a new application or challenge the decision by an 
“administrative review”. 


New application 
If there is a Brexit deal, EU nationals and their family members who are 
resident in the UK before 31 December 2020 have until 30 June 2021 to 
apply for permission to remain in the UK. If there is no deal, the cut-off 
date will be the date of exit and the deadline 31 December 2020.
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In any event, until at least December 2020, if you receive a refusal of 
settled or pre-settled status does not mean that you become “illegal” or 
have to leave the country. A new application can be submitted at any 
point before the deadline.


It may be easier to make a new application than challenging a refusal if 
the first application lacked the required evidence or if you made a 
mistake in your application.


In our example, if — after receiving his pre-settled status — Jabba 
finally gets a letter from his English school, confirming his presence in 
the UK for those nine months where he had no other proof, he can 
easily submit a new application for settled status.


If instead the Home Office’s decision is incorrect, it is possible to 
challenge an incorrect decision by administrative review. 


Administrative review 
You can ask the Home Office to review its decision if the application has 
been refused outright or if pre-settled status is granted instead of 
settled status. This is different to asking your caseworker to look at the 
evidence again before the decision has been taken, as in Jane’s 
example. Usually a different person will be looking at your case, after a 
decision has been made.


You may submit new evidence to the Home Office with an EU 
Settlement Scheme administrative review (unlike administrative review 
for non EU migrants).
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It is not possible to apply for administrative review if the Home Office 
refuses the application because you are going to be, or have been, 
removed, deported or excluded from the UK. These circumstances 
apply if you have committed a serious criminal offence, and you would 
know if you fall in these categories. If a right of appeal is introduced 
then such a decision could be appealed, or it is arguable there may be a 
right of appeal for some EU citizens in some circumstances already, or 
failing all that if there is definitely no right of appeal then an application 
for judicial review can be made instead.


Unlike the application itself, which is free, there is a fee payable for the 
administrative review of £80 for each applicant. This fee will be 
refunded if the review is successful.


If more than one applicant has been refused, each must send a 
separate administrative review form and pay a separate fee. 


The Home Office “may” (but doesn’t “have to”) contact you after the 
administrative review has been sent, if they need further information 
before deciding whether to change their decision.


If your administrative review is successful, your case will be decided 
again. Ideally it will be decided in your favour this time, although it is 
possible for the decision to be “remade” but still result in a refusal for 
different reasons. If it is refused for different reasons, you can submit a 
new administrative review. However, if the decision to refuse is 
maintained, you cannot challenge it again with yet another 
administrative review. The refusal letter should tell you which remedy 
you have. 
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If your application was made within in the UK, you must apply for 
administrative review within 28 calendar days after receipt of the 
decision. For applications made by a person in the UK and in detention, 
the deadline is seven calendar days. For applications made by persons 
overseas the deadline is 28 calendar days.


You may also apply for administrative review where status granted 
under the Settlement Scheme is cancelled at the border e.g. if you are 
considered no longer to meet the requirements for that status.


Applications made outside of these deadlines will not be considered. 


Administrative reviews are supposed to be decided within 28 days.


You must apply for an admin review online: https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/eu-settlement-scheme-apply-for-an-administrative-review


Example

Going back to Jane’s example from earlier, if the caseworker had 
not contacted her to ask for more evidence before deciding her 
case, Jane would have probably ended up with pre-settled 
instead of settled status.  

At this point, she could have applied for administrative review by 
completing the online form and explaining that the decision was 
wrong because she had already submitted bank statements for 
the relevant period with her initial application.  

Most likely Jane’s admin review would have succeeded, 
because it would have been easy for the Home Office employee 
in charge of the admin review, to check that Jane had indeed 
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sent documents to cover the entire five years period of 
residence in the UK.  

In this case, Jane’s decision would have been reversed, she 
would have been granted settled status and the fee paid for the 
admin review would have been refunded too.  

Judicial review 
What happens if you are not allowed to apply for administrative review 
or you are not happy with the outcome of an administrative review?


As explained above, at the moment the easiest thing to do is to submit 
a new application. This is probably the right way forward for the majority 
of people. But sometimes the Home Office isn’t going to change its 
mind about a case, for example if the refusal was based on a lack of 
evidence and no more evidence is available, or if the evidence of family 
relationship is not accepted.


It is certainly important not to give up on an application for settled 
status or pre settled status. After the application deadline (whenever 
this is going to be), if you are refused permission to stay in the UK you 
will be considered an “overstayer”, meaning that you are no longer 
legally present in the UK. 


This is a very serious consequence, because people without permission 
to stay can be removed. Therefore, if you think the Home Office wrongly 
decided your application and wrongly maintained their decision in the 
admin review, you may want to take this further. 


How can you do this?
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One option is called judicial review. This involves a judge checking the 
Home Office decision to decide whether it was lawful and within what 
lawyers call the “reasonable range of responses”. No new evidence will 
be considered by the judge. It is a complex and quite expensive 
process, and it is advisable to have the support of a lawyer specialised 
in immigration rather than going solo. It is different to an appeal: see 
below on appeals.


An application for judicial review of an EU Settlement Scheme refusal 
would need to be submitted to the Upper Tribunal (Immigration and 
Asylum Chamber). Before that, though, you need to write to a specific 
department of the Home Office to give them the opportunity to review 
their decision. This part of the process is called “pre action protocol”. 


If the Home Office does not change its mind in its response to your pre 
action letter, you can lodge a judicial review. 


We are not looking at this process in any detail in this guide, as it really 
is unlikely that you would want to try a judicial review without a lawyer 
to help. But we do want to make sure you are aware that this is an 
option if you really need it.


Right of appeal 

Is there a right of appeal? 

The UK government has said that if the UK leaves the EU with an 
agreed deal, refusals of settled or pre-settled status will attract a right of 
appeal to an immigration judge. There was until very recently no sign 
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that it intended to introduce a right of appeal under a no-deal scenario. 
But it has since promised to include this in a new Immigration Bill, 
which if passed should guarantee appeal rights regardless of whether a 
deal with the EU is agreed.


Because Switzerland, Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein have separate 
Brexit deals with the UK, their citizens will definitely get a right of appeal 
even if there is no deal with the EU.


Why choose to appeal? 

An immigration appeal is generally seen as the best way to challenge a 
Home Office decision: it is more effective than an administrative review 
and more accessible than a judicial review. In an appeal, the judge is 
not just reviewing a Home Office decision but making up his or her own 
mind about the case and considering any new evidence you submit. 
The judge is able to take account of witness evidence from friends and 
family, which the Home Office is unwilling to consider.


Just because there is a right of appeal does not mean you should use it, 
though! A new application with further and better evidence would be a 
cheaper and faster way to get status for most people. It is only where 
the Home Office is unlikely to change its mind about your case no 
matter what evidence you submit that an appeal is really the best way 
forward.


How to appeal 

Instructions for lodging an appeal should be included on a refusal letter 
from the Home Office if there is a right of appeal. To lodge an appeal 
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you will have to fill in a form online or on paper, together with reasons 
why you are appealing (the “grounds of appeal”) and a fee of £140 if 
you want your appeal to be decided at an oral hearing, or £80 if you 
want a decision “on the papers”. An oral hearing means that the judge 
would hear from you in person and a decision “on the papers” means 
that you would send the evidence in writing only.


This fee may be refunded if you are successful at your appeal. 


It is usually better to choose an oral hearing, where you can explain to 
the judge the reasons why you believe the decision was wrong. The 
success rate is significantly higher for oral hearings.


The appeal procedure has the following steps: you submit or send your 
appeal form and enclosed documents within 14 days from the date of 
the Home Office decision. You will then get a letter from the tribunal 
telling you a date for your hearing. 


Before the hearing both you and the Home Office will send a bundle of 
documents in support of your case to the tribunal and to each other. 


A hearing may take place several months after you send your appeal. 


At the hearing the judge will listen to you and to the Home Office’s 
representative and make a decision. Decisions are not usually given 
during the hearing but you should receive it in the post within four 
weeks.
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There is more information about the immigration appeal process on the 
government website: https://www.gov.uk/immigration-asylum-tribunal.


The procedure may seem straightforward, but the arguments in front of 
the judge are usually technical and it is best to have a representative to 
assist you in this process.
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GETTING BRITISH CITIZENSHIP

Settled status is not British citizenship. It gives the holder the right to 
live, work, study, access the welfare system and come and go from the 
UK, and it does not expire. But it can be lost if the holder spends more 
than five years outside the UK. Pre-settled status is even less secure: it 
expires unless converted into settled status, the chance to acquire 
settled status is lost if the person stays outside the UK for more than six 
months in a 12 month period and pre-settled status itself is lost after 
two years or more living in another country.


EU citizens may therefore want to become UK citizens. British 
citizenship is the most secure legal status on offer.


Top tip

Some countries only allow their citizens to hold one nationality. If 
you are thinking of becoming a British citizen, check with your 
home government to make sure that they allow dual nationality, 
as this may factor into your decision. 

"Naturalising” as British — that is, becoming a UK citizen — involves a 
separate application to the Home Office and payment of a fee. Like 
settled status, it is normally based on five years' residence, but there 
are other requirements (see next section).


The main requirement we focus on is the need to have been legally 
settled in the UK for at least a year before applying for citizenship 
(unless married to a British citizen). Settled status via the Settlement 
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Scheme, naturally enough, makes a person legally settled in the UK - 
but that does mean waiting a year until getting citizenship. Many people 
will not worry about that, but for long term residents keen to naturalise 
as soon as possible, there is a way to cut down that time that we will 
discuss also.


How do you naturalise as a British citizen? 
The main requirements to naturalise as a British citizen are that the 
applicant must be:


• 18 or over


• of “good character”


• have an intention to continue to live in the UK

• meet the knowledge of English and life in the UK requirements


• meet the residency requirement


Of these, it is the residency requirement which causes the most 
confusion and the most problems. There are three parts to the 
residency requirement:


A. Proving you are settled

B. Length of residence

C. Level of absence during the qualifying period


Because of the way that EU law and British nationality law work, there 
are quirks to each of these requirements which EU citizens interested in 
naturalising should be aware of. In particular, whether you are married 
to a British citizen or not makes a difference and whether you applied 
for permanent residence or settled status can also make a difference.
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Proving you are settled 
Before applying for citizenship a person must be legally settled in the 
UK (referred to by lawyers as being “free of immigration time 
restrictions”). There are now two ways for European nationals to 
achieve this:


• Obtaining a document certifying permanent residence under current 
EU free movement law; that is, the system that settled status is 
effectively replacing. Or,


• Getting settled status through the EU Settlement Scheme


For the time being, people can choose which route to go down.


In general the settled status option will be faster, easier and cheaper for 
those who just want to get their right to remain in the UK sorted out, but 
someone who wants to apply for British citizenship as soon as possible 
may still wish to apply for a permanent residence document.


This is because permanent residence can be backdated but settled 
status cannot, and for some applicants being able to backdate your 
proof of settlement means you can qualify for British citizenship sooner.


The rules on qualifying for naturalisation as a British citizen are different 
depending on whether you are married to a British citizen or not. The 
rules are slightly easier to meet if you are married to a British citizen, but 
most applicants probably aren’t so we will start with the rules for those 
who are not.
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Not married to a British citizen 

Someone who is not married to a British citizen needs to show that they 
have been free from immigration restrictions for at least one year before 
applying for citizenship. But under current EU free movement law, an 
applicant may be able to backdate their permanent residence status 
and apply for citizenship as soon as they receive their permanent 
residence document.


That is because permanent residence is acquired automatically. A 
permanent residence document is required for the citizenship 
application, but does not grant the status. It recognises a status which 
was automatically acquired at some point in the past. That means that 
someone who receives their permanent residence document can apply 
immediately, so long as they have acquired the status of permanent 
residence at least one year previously. 


Example

Cecile is a French national. She has lived in the UK since 2002 
as a worker; she found a job within weeks of arriving and has 
worked more or less continuously ever since, with a short break 
of a few weeks between jobs. 

Celine automatically acquired the right of permanent residence 
in 2007, five years after she entered the UK. She never applied 
for a permanent residence certificate because she did not need 
to. 

Worried about the effect of the UK leaving the EU, she decides 
to naturalise as a British citizen. She applies for a permanent 
residence certificate in June 2016 and it is issued in September 
2016. As soon as she has the permanent residence certificate, 
she is eligible to apply for naturalisation (assuming she meets 
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the other criteria, such as good character). This is because she 
now has a permanent residence certificate and she has had 
permanent residence since 2007, which is more than the 
required 12 months. 

By contrast, settled status is effective from the day it is granted. That 
means having to wait 12 months to apply for citizenship.


This short-cut to citizenship will probably be closed off under a “no-
deal” Brexit, though. An application for a permanent residence 
document is an application based on EU free movement law; once EU 
free movement law ends, it will no longer be possible to make one of 
these applications. So given how long it takes to get a permanent 
residence card, relying on a permanent residence document to apply for 
citizenship will only be feasible if the EU-UK withdrawal agreement is 
concluded and we avoid a no-deal Brexit.


If the Withdrawal Agreement is concluded then EU free movement law 
will continue until 31 December 2020. Until then, people will be able to 
make an application for a permanent residence document and use this 
to apply for citizenship.


The requirements for permanent residence are more stringent than for 
settled status. You must have been working or self-employed for a five-
year period, which must have ended at least one year ago (this is to 
ensure the status can be backdated by 12 months, allowing you to 
apply for citizenship immediately). If you have not been working you 
would need to show that you have either been studying or had enough 
money to be self-sufficient, and held Comprehensive Sickness 
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Insurance, a requirement many people have had difficulty meeting in the 
past.


If you do not meet these requirements now, but will be able to meet 
them before June 2020, then you can make an application once you 
have reached the six-year threshold. We say June 2020 to ensure there 
is sufficient time for a permanent residence document to be issued and 
a citizenship application submitted before 31 December 2020, as on 
this date EU free movement law will end.


If you cannot meet the requirements for a permanent residence 
document but have lived in the UK for five years, or if there is no 
withdrawal agreement, then you would need to apply for settled status, 
wait one year, and then apply for citizenship. There is no problem doing 
this, and it would be simpler than the permanent residence route -- just 
not as fast.


Married to a British citizen 

If you are married to a British citizen then you do not need to have been 
free from immigration restrictions for one year before applying for 
citizenship. The advantage of applying for a permanent residence 
document, which is that it allows you to backdate your status to a date 
one year in the past, is therefore unnecessary for those married to a 
British citizen. 


As settled status is a simpler and faster process, an application for 
settled status followed by an immediate application for citizenship is the 
best course of action for anyone who is married to a British citizen and 
has lived in the UK for over five years.
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Length of residence 
We now turn to the second element of the residence requirement: 
length of residence. This is in addition to the requirement of being 
legally settled, but in practice doesn't add much to it.


The residence periods are follows:


Anyone who is not married to a British citizen must have resided 
in the UK for five years prior to the date of their citizenship 
application.


Anyone who is married to a British citizen must have resided in 
the UK for three years prior to the date of their citizenship 
application.


But this three-year residence period does not affect the separate 
requirement to prove that you are settled. In practice, everyone who 
wants to become a British citizen needs to have lived in the UK for five 
years.


This quirk is due to British nationality law being drafted in 1981, at a 
time when it was possible to become settled in less than five years. 
Now virtually all immigration categories require at least five years’ 
residence.


The residence period is always counted backwards from the date of 
application; it is not possible to rely on a historic period of residence. 
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Another quirk is that the period must start on a day you were in the UK. 
This means that you need to make sure that you were in the UK exactly 
three or five years before you apply.


Example

Samantha is not married to a British citizen. She applies for 
citizenship on 15 April 2019. The residence period for the 
purposes of her citizenship application is 15 April 2014 to 15 
April 2019. She must have been in the UK on 15 April 2014. 

Absence from UK during the qualifying period 
If the person applying for naturalisation has been out of the UK for more 
than particular periods of time, their application will be rejected.


The basic rule, set out in Schedule 1 of the British Nationality Act 1981, 
is that the applicant must not have been outside the UK for more than 
270 days in total over the three-year period for spouses or 450 days 
over the five-year period for non spouses, including no more than 90 
days in the final year in both cases. 


The Home Office will examine both the three/five year qualifying period 
and the final year before the application separately.


Absences over the whole three/five qualifying years 

The number of absences permitted during the full qualifying period 
depends on whether or not you are married to a British citizen. If 
married to a British citizen the full period is three years and if not 
married to a British citizen it is five years.
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The Home Office can, in certain circumstances, grant citizenship even 
where this threshold has been exceeded. The table below shows how 

the Home Office will consider such applications for non spouses:


This table shows the approach for spouses:


Absences Home Office approach
450 to 480 days 
total absence

Home Office guidance suggests that absences of up to 
480 days will normally be disregarded.

480 to 730 days 
total absence

Discretion may be exercised where the applicant has 
been resident for the previous seven years, without 
substantial absences within the first two of those seven 
years (the two years outside of the normal qualifying 
period).

730 to 900 days 
total absence

Discretion may be exercised where the applicant has 
been resident in the UK for the last eight years, without 
substantial absences within the first three of those eight 
years (the three years outside of the normal qualifying 
period).

480 to 900 days 
total absence

Discretion may be exercised to waive the requirements 
in the following circumstances:


• absences due to posting abroad on Crown Service, 

• the unavoidable nature of the applicant’s career (e.g. a 
job that requires regular travel out of the UK), or 

• exceptionally compelling reasons of an occupational 
or compassionate nature, such as a firm job offer 
where British citizenship is a statutory or mandatory 
requirement.
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Absence in the final year 

As well as a rule on absences over the whole three or five year 
qualifying period, there is a separate and additional rule on absences 
during the final year.


The basic rule, as we have seen, is that the applicant cannot have been 
outside the UK for more than 90 days in the 12 months up to the date of 

Absences Home Office approach
270 to 300 days 
total absence

Home Office guidance suggests that absences of up to 
300 days will normally be disregarded.

300 to 450 days 
total absence

Discretion may be exercised where the applicant has 
been resident for the previous four years, without 
substantial absences within the first of those four years 
(the year outside the normal qualifying period).

450 to 540 days 
total absence

Discretion may be exercised where the applicant has 
been resident in the UK for the previous five years, 
without substantial absences within the first two of 
those years (the two years outside the normal qualifying 
period).

300 to 540 days 
total absence

Discretion may be exercised to waive the requirements 
in the following circumstances:


• absences due to posting abroad on Crown Service, 

• the unavoidable nature of the applicant’s career (e.g. a 
job that requires regular travel out of the UK), or 

• exceptionally compelling reasons of an occupational 
or compassionate nature, such as a firm job offer 
where British citizenship is a statutory or mandatory 
requirement.
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their application. So if applying in April 2019, your absences between 
April 2018 and April 2019 must fall below 90 days.


The Home Office can, in certain circumstances, grant citizenship even 
where the 90 day threshold has been exceeded. This can only be done 
where the “future intentions” requirement has been met or the person is 
married to a British citizen. This is the third bullet point in our summary 
of the naturalisation requirements at the start of this chapter: to qualify 
for citizenship you must intend to make the UK your home, or if you 
have more than one home the UK must be your principal home. This 
requirement is usually met without difficulty – however, significant 
absences during the three or five year residence period or close family 
living abroad can cause the Home Office to doubt an applicant’s future 
intentions.


The table below shows the official policy on absences longer than the 
90 days technically allowed.


Absences Home Office approach
90 to 100 days 
absence in final year

Home Office guidance states that absences of 
up to 100 days during the final year of the 
qualifying period will normally be disregarded.

100 to 180 days 
absence in final year

Discretion may be exercised if the total number 
of absent days over the full qualifying three/five 
year period is not exceeded, and the applicant 
“demonstrates strong links through the 
presence of family, employment and their home 
in the UK”.

Absences
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As we can see, assuming the future intentions requirement is met the 
Home Office will usually grant the application where the absences are 
under 100 days. They will also consider granting an application where 
absences are between 100 and 180 days. The decision-maker will look 
at whether the absence threshold for the three/five year residence 
period (see below) has been met, consider the reason for the absences, 
and assess the strength of your connection to the UK to determine 
whether you should be granted citizenship, despite your excessive 
absences.


100 to 180 days 
absence in final year

Discretion may be exercised even if the total 
number of absent days over the full qualifying 
three/five year period is exceeded if the 
applicant has “demonstrated that they have 
made this country their home by establishing a 
home, employment family, property and 
finances in the UK” and where the absence is 
justified by Crown service, or “by compelling 
occupational or compassionate reasons”.

Over 180 days 
absence in final year 
(but not over 270 
over whole three 
years)

Discretion may be exercised if the applicant has 
demonstrated that they have made the UK their 
home.

	

Excess absences for 
final year and overall 
period

Discretion may be exercised only in exceptional 
circumstances and where the applicant has 
demonstrated that they have made the UK their 
home.

Home Office approachAbsences
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If your absences are over 180 days in the year before you apply, and 
you also fail to meet the threshold over the three/five year residence 
period, your application will only be granted in “exceptional 
circumstances”. It is incredibly difficult to convince the Home Office that 
such circumstances exists.


Those who have not yet reached five years 
If you will reach five years’ residence before the end of the planned 
transition period on 31 December 2020 then you can apply for settled 
status once you have reached the five year threshold. If you are extra 
cautious you may wish to make an application now and be granted 
“pre-settled status”, which you can then apply to have upgraded to the 
full settled status. Note that you cannot apply for citizenship until you 
have settled status – pre-settled status will not do.


If you will not reach five years’ residence until after 31 December 2020 
you must apply for pre-settled status. Once five years has been reached 
you can then apply for settled status and then citizenship (immediately 
if you are married to a British citizen or after a year if you are not).


If you did not begin your residence in the UK before “exit day”, which at 
the time of writing is 31 October 2019 at the earliest, then you will only 
be able to apply for pre-settled status (followed, in due course, by 
settled status and citizenship) if the withdrawal agreement is concluded. 
In the event of a no-deal Brexit you would need to apply for a new 
European Temporary Leave to Remain and would have no fixed route to 
settlement and citizenship. After three years you would need to apply 
for a visa under the UK’s new post-Brexit immigration system.
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Further reading on naturalisation 
If you found this ebook helpful on settled status and are considering an 
application for or the general citizenship requirements, we have a 
dedicated ebook on naturalising as a British citizen. Much of the 
material for this post has been drawn from this guide. It contains 
worked examples of common residence requirement issues in 
naturalisation applications, as well as covering the rest of the 
naturalisation criteria. It is available to download free to Free Movement 
members, or for £9.99 for non-members. Find it here: https://
www.freemovement.org.uk/downloads/naturalising-british-citizen-
guide/.


As an existing Free Movement ebook reader we are very happy to offer 
you a 50% discount code for the naturalisation ebook: use code 
EBOOK50 as you check out.


Citizenship for children 
Some readers may be thinking ahead about whether their existing or 
future children might become British citizens. This is not the main 
subject of this ebook but we thought it would be helpful to explain here 
some of the eligibility rules for British citizenship for children.


Settled status and child citizenship 

A person who is granted settled status is considered “settled” in UK 
nationality law, which means that 


(i) A child who has already been born in the UK can be registered as a 
British citizen. That registration has to occur for the child to become 
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British from the date of registration; the child does not automatically 
become British. See section 1(3) of the British Nationality Act 1981


and


(ii) A child who is born after the parent is granted settled status is 
automatically born British (whether they like it or not). See section 
1(1) of the British Nationality Act 1981.


Registration applications for children cost £1,012 and are made on 
Form MN1. The application must be made before the child turns 18 and 
the good character test is applied to any children over the age of 10. 


If the child was born British automatically then only a British passport 
application needs to be made, but evidence that (a) the child was born 
in the UK and (b) the parent has become settled will need to be 
submitted with the application.


This is how British nationality law works, but you will need to consider 
the effect of any other nationality laws that apply to the child 
concerned. If dual citizenship is prohibited, it may be necessary to 
renounce the child’s British citizenship at some point in order to 
preserve another citizenship, for example.


Already British without knowing it 

Some children born in the UK may already be British without the child 
or parents having even realised this. 


For example, where a person has the EU law status of permanent 
residence, he or she is considered to be settled for the purpose of 
section 1(1) of the British Nationality Act 1981, meaning that any child 
born to that person in the UK will automatically be born British. 
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The status of permanent residence is one which is silently and 
automatically acquired. An application can be made for proof in the 
form of a permanent residence certificate or card, but these documents 
are merely evidence of the underlying right; they do not confer the right.


This means that a person may have acquired permanent residence 
without having applied for a permanent residence document and that 
the person's children may be British without the parent being aware of 

that fact. To reiterate, it is not necessary to hold a permanent residence 

document in order for a child automatically to be born British.


Where this occurs, all that is needed is to make a passport application 
with evidence of the child's eligibility, which will generally be evidence 
that the parent had acquired permanent residence. Five continuous 
years of P60 documents would suffice for an employee, for example.


Example

Paula is an EU citizen. She has been living and working in the UK 
for ten years and automatically acquired permanent residence 
five years ago. She has never applied for permanent residence 
documents and only heard of permanent residence recently. 

She has a child, Simon, who was born two years ago. Whether or 
not Paula knows it, Simon is already a British citizen by operation 
of law and is entitled to apply for a British passport. He will always 
be British unless he renounces his British citizenship. 

Permanent residence and child citizenship 

As discussed above, permanent residence is acquired automatically by 
operation of law. This means that many children have been born in the 
UK as British citizens without them or their parents knowing this.
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At the risk of repetition (bear with us, this is important!), where an EU 
citizen parent has applied for a permanent residence document before 
applying for settled status, the effective date of acquiring permanent 
residence is not necessarily the date the document was issued. In some 
recent cases, the Home Office will have stated the effective date of 
acquisition of permanent residence in the accompanying letter, and any 
child born after the date is automatically British.


This all means that if a child was born before the permanent residence 
documents were issued, it may still be possible to simply apply for a 
passport for the child by submitting proof that the EU citizen had 
automatically acquired permanent residence even before the permanent 
residence documents were issued.


The advantages of applying for recognition of British citizenship for a 
child rather than registration are that:


• It is cheaper because the registration fee does not need to be paid


• The child does not have to pass the good character test, and


• The application can be made at any age for the child


If you are unsure about this, we suggest you conduct further research 
and seek legal advice.


Child or adult born in UK and aged ten or over 

Any person, whether child or adult at the date of application, can be 
registered as British citizens if he or she was 


• born in the UK; and 


• lived continuously for the first ten years of his or her life in the UK. 
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The application can be made on any day after the child’s tenth birthday, 
including in adulthood. The good character requirement must be met.


Registration at official discretion 

There is a third, discretionary, route for children, where an application 
can be made on behalf of a child over the age of ten whose future 
“clearly lies in the UK”.


Guidance on what this means, in addition to other situations where the 
Home Office may decide to exercise their discretion and grant 
citizenship to a child, can be found in nationality policy guidance 
document Registration as a British citizen: children.


Children born outside UK 

It is not usually going to be possible for a child born outside the UK to 
non-British parents to become a British citizen during childhood. 
Normally, a child born outside the UK will need to turn 18 and then 
apply for naturalisation as an adult. 


Example

If we return to the example of Paula, perhaps she returned to her 
own EU country to give birth because she wanted to be near her 
parents or was more confident in the health services in her 
country of nationality. She was only in her country for a few 
weeks to give birth to Simon and quickly came back to the UK. 

Simon will not be able to be registered as a British citizen during 
his childhood and will need to apply for naturalisation as a 
British citizen once he turns 18 if he wants to become British at 
that time. If Paula’s partner was a British citizen, Simon would 
automatically have been born British by descent under section 
2(1) of the British Nationality Act 1981. 
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CONCLUSION

We hope this ebook has been useful — although we are sorry that you 
needed it in the first place!


It is understandable if you resent having to go through the settled status 
process, particularly if you have lived in the UK for many years. The way 
the system has been set up and the way it has been communicated by 
the Home Office hardly helps.


What we hope this ebook shows is that there is not necessarily much to 
worry about for most applicants. The system is genuinely quite 
straightforward compared to a typical UK immigration application.


One of the worst possible outcomes, in fact, is not to apply at all, 
whether on principle or because you think you may not qualify for some 
reason. The government has not spelled out what will happen to EU 
citizens who have not put in an application for settled or pre-settled 
status by 30 June 2021, but the logic of UK immigration law and 
practice is that they will be considered undocumented migrants, subject 
to the "hostile environment" policies that were so destructive to the 
Windrush generation. It is so important to get your application in to 
avoid this risk.


We think that most people will be able to navigate the application 
system by themselves, especially with this handbook as an aid. If you 
do need more support, have a look at the links on the next page. But if 
this is the last thing you will read before applying for settled status — 
good luck! 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USEFUL RESOURCES AND SOURCES OF ADVICE

If you have a question about the settled status scheme or your own 
circumstances that isn’t addressed in this guide, you may want to do 
some further reading or talk to someone who knows about the scheme. 
Here are some potential sources of information and advice.

The government website has an overview of the settled status scheme 
here: https://www.gov.uk/settled-status-eu-citizens-families 


There is also a collection of official guidance on different aspects of the 
scheme, including how to use the app, acceptable evidence of 
residence in the UK and getting support with the application: https://
www.gov.uk/government/collections/eu-settlement-scheme-applicant-
information 


The European Commission has set up a website listing information 
events about settled status as well as organisations that offer legal 
advice: http://www.eurights.uk/ 


The charity Here for Good has published a free guide to the settlement 
scheme and is sitting up an advice service: https://
www.hereforgoodlaw.org/ 


Rights of Women has an advice line for women who have experienced 
violence or abuse: https://rightsofwomen.org.uk/get-advice/
immigration-and-asylum-law/


A group that campaigns on behalf of EU citizens in the UK, called 
the3million, has set up a charity called Settled to help people get settled 
status. Its website is https://www.settled.org.uk/ 


If you want to pay for an immigration lawyer to help with your 
application, the Law Society (which regulates solicitors) publishes a list 
of specialists here: https://www.lawsociety.org.uk/support-services/
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accreditation/documents/immigration-asylum-accredited-members-
mar-2019/ (pdf download). You can also search for an immigration 
adviser accredited by the Office of the Immigration Services 
Commissioner: http://home.oisc.gov.uk/adviser_finder/finder.aspx. 


We recommend Seraphus Solicitors in particular: http://
www.seraphus.co.uk/. Other contributors to this guide work for the 
immigration law firms Wesley Gryk https://www.gryklaw.com/, McGill & 
Co https://www.mcgillandco.co.uk/ and MGBe Legal 
www.mgbelegal.com.
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